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GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS SERVICES
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Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

ۗא͉͂
What is “Government Building Services”?

ۗঔ୭ͅచ̳࣭ͥാજ͈ڬ
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The Role of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism with regard to Government Buildings and Facilities

ȁא͉͂ȶ࠺ಃ͈࠺ಃȂਘྌ͉࿅အఢȷ͈̭̞̞̳͂ͬ͘ȃ
ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃ
ȶۗঔ୭͈࠺୭൝ͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾ȷȪոئȶ༹ۗȷ̞̞̳͂͘ȃȫ̧̿ͅܖȂڎજڎ͈মྩৡ̈́
̓Ȃ࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃȪۗঔ୭ȫ͈ା̳̞࣐̀̽ͬ͘ͅྩު̳ͥ۾ȃġ
ȁ̹͘Ȃ࣭ྦྷ͈ވခ़ॲ̜́ͥۗঔ୭̞̾̀ͅȂ࣐ଽȜΫΑ̳ͬͥރા̱͂̀Ȃबͬٺཡੰ̱Ȃਤ͈၌༒͂
ྩ͈ෝၚ௩ૺ̹ͬͥ͛Ȃຈါ̈́ܥෝ͞ෝͬږ༗̧̠́ͥ͢Ȃܖͬ୭̳ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂڎજڎͅచ̱ঐ൵͍۬ݞ
ආ࣐̞̳ͬ̽̀͘ȃġ
“Services” refers to “building construction, repairs and remodeling”.
Under the Act on Construction, etc. of Government and other Public Office Facilities, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism (MLIT) is responsible for the construction of the buildings (government buildings and facilities) used by
state institutions, such as the office buildings of the various ministries and agencies.
Also, in consideration of the fact that government buildings and facilities are the common property of Japan's citizens, MLIT
is responsible for establishing standards and providing instruction and supervision to the various ministries and agencies in
order to ensure that their buildings and facilities have the necessary functions and capacity to serve as venues for the provision
of administrative services, to prevent disasters, to benefit the public and to enhance the efficiency of public services.
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ۗא̤̫ͥͅηΛΏοϋ͈࡛̫̹࢜৾ͅழġ
Efforts to achieve the missions of Government Buildings Services

ۗא͈ηΛΏοϋȂΫΐοῧϋίρͼͺϋΑġ
Missions, Visions and Compliances of Government Buildings Services
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ۗא໐֥ުྩ࣐൲ঐૻ
Guidelines for action by staff members of the Government Buildings Department

ȁজ̹̻ۗא໐֥͉Ȃ̀ͥȂܿႁ̱̥ͬڰȂϋίρͼͺϋΑ͈৾ழͬૺ͛̾̾Ȃȶ࣭ྦྷ͈ވခ़ॲ́
̜ͥۗঔ୭̱̀ͅ۾Ȃၻৗ̈́ঔ୭͍ݞȜΫΑͬ࢘ၚഎ̱ͅރȂ࠺ވಃ̤̞̀ͅુͅ୶൵എ̳̹̈́ضͬڬȷ
̞̠͂ۗא͈ηΛΏοϋ͈࡛̫࢜̀ͅȂ૯ᒱͅުྩ৾ͤͅழ͙̳͘ȃ
We, the staff members of the Government Buildings Department, will leverage our specialties and technical skills to promote
compliance activities, while working industriously in pursuit of our tasks, in order to achieve the Government Buildings Services
missions with respect to government buildings and facilities, which are the common property of Japan’s citizens, we will provide
quality facilities and effective services, and will continue to play the leading role in the area of public buildings.
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Disaster prevention

ȁఱܰ࿅౷ૼอশ̤̞̀͜ͅȂ̦۾ܥز࣭ڎबٺ؊ݢచॐڰ
൲൝͈ຈါ̈́ந౾̦࣒̲̠ͣͦͥ͢Ȃවܥ͈۾ܥز࣭ڎ̳ͥݳ
ෝͅ؊̲Ȃຈါ̈́ఛૼෝͬږ༗̳̹͈ͥ͛ঔ୭ା൝ͬଔૺ
̱̞̳̀͘ȃ̹͘Ȃܡంۗঔ୭̞̾̀ͅȂြང৪൝͈հ͈
ږ༗̹̈́̓ͬͥ͛Ȃؿࡏܓਫ਼͞Ⴧ̹̱اݤ୭൝͈٨ਘͬ
ঔ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġ

Government buildings and facilities are developed and
maintained in such a way as to ensure they have the necessary
seismic capacity given the functions of the various state
institutions residing in them so that these state institutions are
able to take the necessary emergency response measures when
a major earthquake strikes. Also, existing government buildings
and facilities are examined for unsafe features and aging
equipment, etc., which is then refurbished so as to ensure the
safety of visitors and others inside.
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۪͈͒ޏၪġ
Environmental-friendliness

ȁ૽႒ވ͈૬࣫̈́࿚ఴ̞͂̈́̽̀ͥ౷أݩ̲͉͛ͬاȂ࡙Ȇܤ൝̯̰۪̈́͘͘ޏ࿚ఴ͒చ؊̳̹ͥ͛ȂΥ
σΆȜঀဥၾ͈ॉࡘȪʠأ࢘΄ضΑ͈ෳॉࡘȫ̫࢜̀ͅఊုอഩࣞ࢘͞ၚ͈ܕܥ൵වȂ۪߿২̫۪ٛ࢜̀ͅޏ
̞̈́ઁ͈ك͈ऺܥ၌ဥ͞࠺ಃ໗ॲచॐ͈ˏœȪอဲଷȆठঀဥȆठ࡙اȫ
Ȃ࠺ႂַ͞اକ၌ဥ൝Ȃۗঔ୭
͈۪ޏك೩ࡘͬଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġġ
Given the serious problem that global warming, as well as resource, waste product and other environmental
concerns, present to all humanity, government buildings and facilities are designed and maintained so as to minimize their
environmental impact. Among the measures that are incorporated are the introduction of solar power and high-efficiency
equipment in order to reduce energy consumption (and reduce greenhouse gas emissions); use of equipment that has
little environmental impact and implementation of the 3Rs (reduce, reuse, recycle) for construction by-products in order to
promote a more recycling-oriented society; and the promotion of building greening and rainwater usage.
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Roles of Government Buildings and Facilities

ਤ͈၌༒࢜ષ
Improving convenience for the public
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̦̥̾ڲ١ഐͅঔ୭ͬ၌ဥ̧̠́ͥ͢ȂξΣ
ΨȜσΟΎͼϋ͈ࣉ̢༷ͬ൩̢̹͘ঔ୭ା
൝ͬଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġġ
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As a rule, consolidating government offices
into jointly-used buildings and facilities improves
land-use efficiency and convenience for the
public.
Furthermore, universal design is promoted in
the design of government buildings and facilities
in order to ensure that all users, including
the elderly and disabled, can smoothly and
comfortably access them.
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Promotion of regional cooperation
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ȁۗঔ୭͉സঌ͈ಎړঔ୭̜́ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂ౷༷̫̤ͥͅ࠷ڰၠܥෝ͈ݶത͂̈́ͥȶ౷֖͈ȷ̱͂̀ା̯ͦ
̭̦ͥ͂ܢఞ̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃ
ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃۗঔ୭ͬ౷֖͈͈̹͈͛اڰ࡙̱͂̀௴̢Ȃࠑഎ̈́౷֖২͈ٛ͂ηνΣΉȜΏοϋͬ̽
̞̳̀͘ȃ̹͘Ȃ̷̸͈ͦͦ౷֖͈අ͞ΣȜΒͬ൩̢̹͘౷֖͂Ⴒࠈ̱̹৾ழͤ͢ͅȂ౷֖͈ࡢͬਹণ̱̹Ȃၻࢡ
̻͙̩࣓̈́̈́̿ͤ͘ͅࡃ̳ͥঔ୭ାͬଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ȁ̹͘Ȃۗঔ୭ͬྛ̳ͥ͂ړႁ͂ය̞͈̜̻̩ͩͥ̿ͤͬ͘ଔૺ̳̭ͥ͂ͬ࿒എ̱̹͂ȶΏΫΛ·ͺ౷ߊାଷ
ഽȷͤ͢ͅȂ࣭͈ঔ୭͂౷༷ވ౬ఘ͞ྦྷ͈ۼঔ୭ࣣͬഎȆ֚ఘഎͅା̱Ȃ١ഐ́ৗ͈̞̻̩͈࡛࣓ࣞ̿ͤ͘ͅ
ࡃ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ࡛हȂ̯̞̹͘૧സȂߞႹȂ ̓̈́ॄؖĲĺ ౷ߊ̤̞̀ͅȂ̷̸͈ͦͦ౷֖͈փࢥຳ̥̱̹ͬା
ْ̦ࠗॐ̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃġ
Government buildings are expected to be "local features" that become the center of exchange functions in local
communities as well as core facilities of urban areas.
MLIT regards government buildings as resources for community activation and has been promoting the construction of
building facilities that contribute to the positive development of local areas by placing emphasis on the individuality of the
community. This is achieved by cooperating with the community based on the characteristics and needs of the area and by
maintaining communication with the local residents.
Also, MLIT contributes to the achievement of comfortable and high-quality community development by developing
government, municipal, and private facilities in a comprehensive and integrated manner in accordance with the Civic-Core
Program, so as to promote the advancement of attractive and dynamic communities with national and local government
buildings serving as the core. Presently, development plans have been approved using local original ideas and plans in 19
areas including the Saitama New Urban Area, Kushiro, and Okazaki.
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ۗঔ୭͈࡛ે
Current Status of Government Buildings and Facilities

ཛྷఱ̈́ΑΠΛ·
Enormous Stock
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ȁ࣭ാજ̤̞̀ͅȂ̳͓͈࣭̀࠺͈۾ܥزಃͅ߸
ͥঔ୭ତȪˍົ౷ͅպ౾̳ͥˍ̹͉͘ໝତ͈࠺ಃͬ Ĳ
ঔ୭̱͂̀ࠗષȫ̹ͬ৾ͤ͂͛ࠫ͘ضȂ଼ ĳĴ ා ĸ 
࡛ह̤̫ͥͅঔ୭ତ͉ȂĲĶĭıĹı ঔ୭̞̳͂̈́̽̀͘ȃ
Ȫခྦྷ͍ݞခ࠺ಃ͈ৰဥ൝ͬੰ̩ȃȫ
ȁ̭͈̠̻ȶৡȷͅڂ൚̳ͥঔ୭͉ȂĹĭĸĸĲ ঔ୭́
ఘ͈˒͛ͬڬȂ
ࣣ൳ৡ͉ ĴĶĹ ঔ୭̞̳͂̈́̽̀͘ȃġ
ȁ̹͘Ȃۗঔ୭͈ΑΠΛ·͉Ȃ࣐ଽ़ॲ̱͈͂̀࠺ಃ
͈͓װ࿂ୟ́ ĵĭĸıı ྔԦ͂ཛྷఱ̈́࿂ୟͅో̱̞̀
̳͘ȃġ

ৡȇ̷࣭͈̦۾ܥزমྩͬੜၑ̳̹ͥ͛ͅঀဥ̳ͥ࠺ಃȪৡȂ
ߺমঔ୭൝ਓယঔ୭Ȃুמబ߸۾ঔ୭൝ͬੰ̩ȫ
ňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġţŶŪŭťŪůŨĻġŢġŴŵųŶŤŵŶųŦġŶŴŦťġţźġŢġŴŵŢŵŦġŢŨŦůŤźġŵŰġŤŢųųźġŰŶŵġ
ŪŵŴġťŶŵŪŦŴġĩťŰŦŴġůŰŵġŪůŤŭŶťŦġŭŰťŨŪůŨŴĭġűŦůŢŭġŧŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴġŢůťġŰŵũŦųġťŦŵŦůŵŪŰůġ
ŧŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴĭġŔŦŭŧġŅŦŧŦůŴŦġŇŰųŤŦĮųŦŭŢŵŦťġŧŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴĭġŦŵŤįĪ

MILT puts the total number of facilities associated with
state agencies (counting one site as one facility, regardless
of how many structures are on the site) at 15,080 as of
July 2011 (this does not include rented premises which are
publicly or privately owned, etc.).
Of these, the number of facilities that are considered
“government buildings” is 8,771, or roughly 60%. And of
these 358 are joint government buildings.
Also, the total stock of government buildings and
facilities covers an enormous area, approximately 47
million m2.
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࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃȁঔ୭ତ͓װ͍ݞ࿂ୟ
଼ ĳĴ ා ĸ ࣭ാજ͓
ŏŶŮţŦųġŰŧġŇŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴġłŴŴŰŤŪŢŵŦťġŸŪŵũġŔŵŢŵŦġłŨŦůŤŪŦŴġųŦŴŶŭŵŴġŧųŰŮġ
ŋŶŭźġĳıĲĲġŴŶųŷŦźġţźġŎōŊŕ

Ⴧ࣐ૺ͈اݤ
Ageing

ȁ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃ࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃͬచય̱͂̀༗
͈ેͬޙ՜̳ͥ༗ఠऔͬঔ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ଼
ĳĴ ාˏশത͈࠺ಃͬచય̱̹͂औ͉́Ȃ࣭ܥز
࠺͈۾ಃ͈ࠐා༆࿂ୟ͉Ȃֲ͈Έρέ͈̤͂ͤ͂̈́̽
̤̀ͤȂঔ୭͈Ⴆ̢ͥͦͣࣉ̳࣐͂ͥૺࠣͅݢ̦اಃࢃ
ࠐًාତ̦ఱ̧̞ۗঔ୭͈̦ࣣڬාș̩̞̩ࣞ̈́̽̀
͂ထே̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃ
ȁඅͅȂಃࢃ Ĵı ා಼̢͈͉ͬͥ͜Ȃఘ͈ː̽̈́͂ڬ
̞̳̀͘ȃġ
MLIT performs fact-finding surveys to assess the
state of preservation amongst government buildings.
A survey conducted in March 2011, which assesses
government buildings and then breaks this down
according to building age, produces the results shown
in the graph at right. These results suggest that the
percentage of significantly older government buildings
and facilities likely to experience rapid deterioration is
expected to increase each year.
In particular, structures 30 years or older make up
approximately 40% of the total.
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࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃ͈ࠐා༆͓װ࿂ୟ
łųŦŢġ ńŰŷŦųŦťġ ţźġ ŔŵŢŵŦġ ŊůŴŵŪŵŶŵŪŰůĮųŦŭŢŵŦťġ ŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġ ŸũŦůġ ŃųŰŬŦůġ
ŅŰŸůġţźġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġłŨŦ

ۗঔ୭͈אْ͈ࠗ͒۾ဓġ
Involvement in Building and Repair Planning for Government Buildings and Facilities

אْ̳ࠗͥͅ۾փࡉଷഽ͈ॽழ
Recommendation System for Building and Repair Plans

ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃ༹ۗల˕ૄ̧͈ܰ̿ͅܖȂྀාഽ
ॳٽါ୶ͅݥၛ̻Ȃڎજڎ͈ঔ୭ାْࠗͅచ̱̀Ȃ
ƣ ࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃ̷້͈͍ݞఝঔ୭͈պ౾Ȃܰ࿅͍ݞ
ࢹ௮ͅܖ̳ͥ۾ ƤȪոئȶۗঔ୭͈պ౾Ȇܰ࿅Ȇࢹ
௮͈ܖȷ̞̞̳͂͘ȃ
ȫͅચ̱ͣȂܿഎ̈́ࡉ౷̥ͣ
փࡉ͓ͬͥȂאْ̳ࠗͥͅ۾փࡉଷഽͬဥ̱
̞̳̀͘ȃུଷഽ͈ঔͤ͢ͅȂ࣭̱͂̀ൡ֚എ࣑́
͈̹͂ͦۗঔ୭͈࡛̦ܢఞ̯̳ͦ͘ȃ
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ŎŦŤũŢůŪŴŮġ Űŧġ ųŦŤŰŮŮŦůťŢŵŪŰůġ ŴźŴŵŦŮġ ŧŰųġ ţŶŪŭťŪůŨġ Ţůťġ ųŦűŢŪųġ
űŭŢůŴ

έΏςΞͻζΥΐιϋΠ͈ଔૺ
Promotion of Facility Managements
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The current situation, existing problem and direction
of government buildings and facilities were discussed
in the subcommittee for government buildings set up
in the buildings committee in Panel on Infrastructure
Development.
In July 2006, the recommendation about “the
role of Government Buildings Department for efficient
management of government buildings and facilities as
high-quality assets” was submitted.
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MLIT uses the recommendation system for building
and repair plans whereby opinions are presented
from a technical viewpoint, based on the Standards
for Location, Scale and Structure of National Organs'
Buildings and Associated Facilities (hereinafter referred
to as "Standards for Location, Scale and Structure of
Government Buildings"), for each government agency's
facilities development plan prior to requesting its annual
budgetary funds based on Article 9 of the Act concerning
Public Office Facilities. By means of this system, MLIT
aims to construct and maintain government buildings that
are unified and well balanced throughout the country.
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ུఱૼबͬ൩̢̹ۗ͘ঔ୭͈ା
ۗঔ୭͈बેޙ
Situation Regarding Damage to Government Buildings and Facilities

ȁ଼ ĳĴ ාˏ ĲĲ ͅอུ̱̹ఱૼब͉Ȃே಼̢͉̥ͬͥͥͅݴఱ̈́౷ૼ൲͂ೋ෨̦อ̱Ȃྚனခ͈ఱब
̹̱̱̹ͣͬ͘͜ٺȃۗঔ୭̞̾̀ͅȂ౷ૼ൲ͤ͢ͅȂταȜΗȜ͈ͥ͢ͅاેס͞ٺٺ൝̫̹͕̥ͬȂྚ
ఛૼ͈࠺́ࠑঀဥ̧̩͕͈́̈́̈́ͥ̓ࢹ௮ఘ͈ͬٺ̫̹͈̜̱̹̦ͤ͘͜͜Ȃఛૼاफ͙͈࠺̤̫ͥͅ౷ૼ
൲͈ٺఱ͉ڛഎࠚ͈̱̹̈́́͜ȃۗঔ୭͈ఛૼ༷̹̯֚́ͦږ̦ض͈࢘اȂೋ෨ͤ͢ͅଃఱ̈́ͬٺ̫
̹̭̥͂ͣȂೋ෨อশ͈࣐ଽܥෝ͈ܢ்͍ݞٝ໘֚͞শഎ̈́ඳঔ୭̱͂̀૽ྵ͈ݣफ̳ͥͅೋ෨చॐ͈ຈါ
̦ে̯̱̹ͦ͘ȃġ
The Great East Japan Earthquake of March 11, 2011, caused an unprecedented national disaster as the result of
massive seismic ground motions and major tsunami that were far greater than the forecast intensities. Some government
facilities had their elevators damaged by ground motions, and some government buildings were damaged by soil
liquefaction. Although one building lacking adequate earthquake-resistance measures sustained such serious structural
damage that it could no longer be used, most of the damage caused by ground motions to earthquake-resistant buildings
was relatively small. While the effectiveness of earthquake-resistance measures has been verified for government buildings
and facilities, a pressing need for comprehensive measures to guard against tsunami was recognized so as administrative
functions could be maintained and quickly recovered—even in the event of a major tsunami, and to contribute to the saving
of human lives by serving as temporary shelters.
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䇼㔡䈮䉋䉎ⵍኂ䇽
ུఱૼबͥۗ͢ͅঔ୭͈बેޙ
ŔŪŵŶŢŵŪŰůġœŦŨŢųťŪůŨġŅŢŮŢŨŦġŵŰġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġŢůťġŇŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴġ
ńŢŶŴŦťġţźġŵũŦġňųŦŢŵġņŢŴŵġŋŢűŢůġņŢųŵũŲŶŢŬŦ
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ۗঔ୭͈बેޙ
ŔŪŵŶŢŵŪŰůġœŦŨŢųťŪůŨġŅŢŮŢŨŦġŵŰġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġŢůťġŇŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴ

ڎજڎ൝͈͒ܿഎ׳
Technical Support to Various Ministries and Agencies

ȁŕņńĮŇŐœńņ ါ֥̱͂̀ཤ౷༷ାޫ
͉̲࣭͈ͬ͛౷༷ାޫ̥֥ͣͬ෩ࡍ
̱̀ब౷͈ڰ൲̥͕̹̱ͬ׳Ȃ౷༷
ވ౬ఘ͈ါ̫ͬ̀ब࠺ಃ؊ࡏܓݢ
ഽͬঔ̱̱̹͘ȃ
ȁڎજڎͅచ̱͉̀Ȃঔ୭ঀဥশ̤̫ͅ
ͥಕփܳۓ൝̞̾̀ͅȂܿഎ͈׳۷ത
̥ͣͬอ̱̱̹͘ȃ
MLIT has dispatched personnel from
nationwide Regional Development Bureaus,
including the Tohoku Regional Development
Bureau, to support activities in afflicted
areas as TEC-Force members, and has
also made emergency risk evaluations of
damaged buildings at the request of local
public entities.
To various ministries and agencies,
MLIT issued documents advising on the
necessary precautions to be taken in using
facilities from the viewpoint of technical
support.

ৡ͈बેޙऔ
ŔŪŵŶŢŵŪŰůġœŦŨŢųťŪůŨġŅŢŮŢŨŦġŵŰġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġ
ŢůťġŇŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴ

ؚ͈ز؊ࡏܓݢഽ
ņ Ů Ŧ ų Ũ Ŧ ů Ť ź ġ œ Ū Ŵ Ŭ ġ ņŷ Ţ ŭ Ŷ Ţ ŵ Ū Ű ů Ŵ ġ Ű ŧġ
ŅŢŮŢŨŦťġŉŰŶŴŦŴ
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Development of Government Buildings and Facilities Based on the Great East Japan Earthquake

ۗঔ୭͈ܥෝږ༗͈̹͈͛৾ழ
Efforts to Maintain the Functioning of Government Buildings and Facilities

ȁུఱૼब̱ͬ̀͂߱ޗȂఱܰ࿅बٺশۗͅঔ୭͈ܥෝږ༗̹ͬͥ͛Ȃུఱૼब̤̫ͥۗͅঔ୭͈ब
ે͈ޙમळ̈́औ࣐̠ͬ͂͂͜ͅȂުྩࠑْࠗȂ࠺ಃࢹ௮Ȃ࠺ಃࢹ௮Ȃ࠺ಃ୭൝̳ܿͥͅ۾എমࣜͅ߸ͥ
എփࡉͬಶ̳̹৾ͥ͛Ȃ଼ ĳĴ ාഽͅȶུఱૼबͬ൩̢̹ۗ͘ঔ୭͈ܥෝږ༗̳ͥͅ۾൦ٛȷͬ୭౾̱Ȃ̭
͈ͦ́ۗ͘ঔ୭͈ା༹༷̞̾̀ͅબ̳ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂۗঔ୭͈ܥෝږ༗ͅܖ̳ͥ۾̞݈̾̀ͅაͬૺ̞͛̀͘
̳ȃġ
Based on the lessons learned from the Great East Japan Earthquake, in order to maintain the functioning of
government buildings and facilities during a large-scale disaster, we conducted a detailed survey to gain an understanding
of the damage caused to government buildings and facilities by the Earthquake when establishing in Fiscal 2011 the
”Committee for Maintaining the Functioning of Government Buildings and Facilities Based on the Great East Japan
Earthquake” to hear the views of experts on technical issues regarding continuity of operation plans, building structures,
building non-structures, and building equipment. The committee examines existing technical standards for the construction,
maintenance and management of government buildings, and discusses the standards required to maintain functioning of
government buildings and facilities.

໘̹̫࢜ͅޟచ؊ġ
Efforts for recovery
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ȁġ ࣭͈ৡ൝̞͉̾̀ͅȂȶུఱૼब̥͈ͣ
໘ૻུ༷ܖ͈ޟȷȪ଼ ĳĴ ා ĸ  ĳĺ ȁུ
ఱૼब໘ུޟ໐ȫ̤̞̀ͅȂఛૼ̳̲͉͂͛ͬا
ͥཡबܥෝ͈ͬاޑ̭̯̱̹ͥ͂͂ͦ͘ȃ
ȁ̭̫ͦͬ̀Ȃ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃఱܰ࿅౷ૼอ
শۗͅঔ୭̷̦͈ܥෝͬͅอ̧ͥ́͢ܞ
̠Ȃུఱૼब̤̫ͥۗͅঔ୭͈बેͬޙ
൩̢̹͘ཡबܥෝ͈̹̳ͬ͛ͥاޑ૧אȂ٨ਘͬ
ঔ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
It has been decided to strengthen disasterprevention functions, such as by making
government buildings more earthquake
resistant, in line with the “Basic Guidelines for
Reconstruction in Response to the Great East
Japan Earthquake” (issued July 29, 2011 by
Reconstruction Headquarters in response to the
Great East Japan Earthquake).
Corresponding to this, government buildings
are being either newly constructed or refurbished
to strengthen the functions for disaster prevention
based on an understanding of the damage
suffered by government buildings and facilities
during the Great East Japan Earthquake, so that
those government buildings and facilities will be
able to fulfill their functions during a large-scale
earthquake.
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ཡबࣣ൳ৡື

ȁġ ུఱૼब̤̫ͥۗͅঔ୭͈ೋ෨ٺ
͍ݞȶೋ෨చॐ͈ଔૺͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾ȷͬ൩̢͘Ȃ
ೋ෨࣐͈̥ͣٺଽܥෝ்͈ܢٝ໘ͬͥ͂͂
͜ͅȂ֚শഎ̈́ඳঔ୭͈ږ༗ͥ͢ͅ૽ྵ͈ݣ
फ̳̹ͥ͛ͅȂۗঔ୭̤̫ͥͅೋ෨చॐͬ
ࣣഎ̥̾࢘ضഎͅଔૺ̱̳͘ȃ
Based on an understanding of the damage
caused to government buildings and facilities
by the tsunami that followed immediately in
the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake
a n d t h e “ A c t f o r P r o m o t i n g Ts u n a m i
Countermeasures,” measures against tsunami
are being comprehensively and effectively
promoted for government buildings and facilities
so that administrative functions can recover
quickly from damage caused by tsunami, and be
able to contribute to the saving of human lives
by providing temporary shelters.
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հ̢̩̱̈́ͣͬͥۗঔ୭͈ା
Current Status of Government Buildings and Facilities

հȆհ͈ږ༗
Securing Safety and Peace of Mind

MLIT has established the Standards for General
Aseismic Plans and the Standards for General Aseismic
Diagnosis and Repair of Government Facilities, and
constructs buildings so as to secure comprehensive
earthquake-resistance of the entire structure.
In addition, MLIT published aseismic diagnosis results
and the target to improve the proportion of earthquakeresistant buildings about important government facilities as
center for disaster emergency procedure activities, and be
also promoting seismic retrofitting of existing government
facilities.
MLIT is also promoting the improvement of facilities
that will serve as disaster prevention centers at the time of
a disaster by applying the Civic-Core Program, so that the
central government responsible for disaster prevention,
municipalities, local governments, and other related public
agencies will be able to smoothly and effectively cooperate
with each other.
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ȁۗঔ୭͉Ȃြང৪൝͈հͬږ༗̳ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂ
ఱܰ࿅౷ૼอশͅबٺ؊ݢచॐڰ൲͈ݶത̱͂̀ܥ
ෝͬͅอ̧̠ͥ́͢ܞȂࣣഎ̈́ఛૼհͬږ
༗̳ͥຈါ̦̜̳ͤ͘ȃ
ȁ̭͈̹͛Ȃ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃ
ȶۗঔ୭͈ࣣఛૼ
ْࠗܖȷ͍ݞȶۗঔ୭͈ࣣఛૼ౯Ȇ٨ਘܖȷ
ͬ͛ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂۗঔ୭͈ఛૼ͈ا࿒ດͬ͛Ȃ
ْࠗഎ̥̾ਹതഎͅାͬଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ȁ̹͘Ȃ౷֖͈ཡबݶത̠࣭ͬȂ౷༷ވ౬ఘȂ
͈͂۾ܥףވࡽ͈ض̥࢘̾ڲഎ̈́Ⴒࠈ̦خෝ͂
̠̈́ͥ͢ȂΏΫΛ·ͺ౷ߊାଷഽͬڰဥ̱̹ཡब
ݶത̱͈͂̀ঔ୭ା͜ଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġ

ఱܰ࿅बٺশͅࢩ֖എ̈́ཡबڰ൲͈ݶത͂̈́
ͥ૰ཡबࣣ൳ৡġĩĲĺĺĺĪ
ŌŰţŦġŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġŧŰųġŅŪŴŢŴŵŦųġ
őųŦŷŦůŵŪŰůĭġ ŘũŪŤũġ ŸŪŭŭġ ŴŢŷŦġ ŢŴġ Ţġ ŤŦůŵŦųġ ŧŰųġ
ťŪŴŢŴŵŦųġ űųŦŷŦůŵŪŰůġ ŢŤŵŪŷŪŵŪŦŴġ Ţŵġ ŵũŦġ ŵŪŮŦġ Űŧġ Ţġ
ŭŢųŨŦĮŴŤŢŭŦġťŪŴŢŴŵŦųġĩŤŰŮűŭŦŵŦťġŪůĲĺĺĺĪġġ

ୟΌθͺͼΕτȜΗȜ
ŔŦŪŴŮŪŤġġŊŴŰŭŢŵŰų

࣭ඤडఱܰݭ࿅͈྾ૼτΠυέͻΛΠͤ͢ͅबٺ؊ݢచॐڰ൲ݶത̱͈͂̀ܥෝͬاޑͥ
ఛૼ٨ਘࢥমȁȁ
ಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡలˏ܁ġĩġĳııĳġĪ
ńŦůŵųŢŭġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġŏŰįĴĭġŪŮűųŰŷŦťġţźġŢġŴŦŪŴŮŪŤġųŦŵųŰŧŪŵŵŪůŨġűųŰūŦŤŵġŵŰġŴŵųŦůŨŵũŦůġŵũŦġ
ţŶŪŭťŪůŨĨŴġŧŶůŤŵŪŰůŴġŴŰġŵũŢŵġŪŵġŤŢůġŴŦųŷŦġŢŴġŢġŤŦůŵŦųġŧŰųġťŪŴŢŴŵŦųġųŦŭŪŦŧġŢŤŵŪŷŪŵŪŦŴįġŕũŪŴġŸŢŴġŵũŦġ
ŭŢųŨŦŴŵġġŴŦŪŴŮŪŤġųŦŵųŰŧŪŵŵŪůŨġűųŰūŦŤŵġŦŷŦųġŤŢųųŪŦťġŰŶŵġŪůġŋŢűŢůġĩŤŰŮűŭŦŵŦťġŪůġĳııĳĪįġġ

ཡबܥෝ̢̹ͬհ͈̞ࣞͅߊځȂ౷֖
͈අ̱̥ͬ̀ڰঌྦྷ͈ࠆ̞͈ߗͬۼ̱
̹ߞႹΏΫΛ·ͺ౷ߊ
ŌŶŴũŪųŰġ ńŪŷŪŤĮńŰųŦġ őųŰŨųŢŮļġ ŵũŦġ ŴűŢŤŦġ ŸŢŴġ
ŤųŦŢŵŦťġ ŵŰġ ţŦġ Ţġ űŭŢŤŦġ Űŧġ ųŦŭŢŹŢŵŪŰůġ ŧŰųġ ŵũŦġ
ŤŪŵŪŻŦůŴġ ţźġ ŶŵŪŭŪŻŪůŨġ ŭŰŤŢŭġ ŧŦŢŵŶųŦŴġ Ūůġ Ţġ ũŪŨũŭźġ
ŴŢŧŦġ ťŪŴŵųŪŤŵġ ŪůŤŰųűŰųŢŵŪůŨġ ťŪŴŢŴŵŦųġ űųŦŷŦůŵŪŰůġ
ŧŶůŤŵŪŰůŴį

ཡๆෝ͈ږ༗
Security System

ȁ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃ़࣭͈ॲ͞ঔ୭၌ဥ৪͈հͬږ༗
̳̹ͥ͛Ȃ
ȶۗঔ୭͈ཡๆͅܖ̳ͥ۾ȷͬ͛Ȃۗ
ঔ୭͈ཡๆෝ͈࢜ષ̞̳ͬ̽̀͘ȃ
ȁཡๆͬࣉၪ̱̹ঔ୭ା̜̹͉̽̀ͅȂঔ୭၌ဥ৪͈
൲Ȃๆऻܑ৪͈වࠐႹ൝ͬே̱Ȃڎ͈ဥഷ͞
ਹါഽͅ؊̲̀ཡๆକͬ୭̳̭ͥ͂ͤ͢ͅȂঔ୭ඤ
ͬഐ୨ͅߊ֖̫ȪཡๆΖȜΣϋΈȫ̳̭̱̞ͥ͂͂̀
̳͘ȃġ
MLIT has established the Standard for Security of
Government Facilities, in order to improve the crime
prevention performance of government buildings and
facilities and thus ensure the safety of property and users.
In the construction of the buildings, the movement of users
and the approach path of criminals is envisioned, and
MLIT divides the building into security zones according to
the purpose and importance of each room.
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ཡๆΖȜΣϋΈ͈ٽැ
ńŰůŤŦűŵġŰŧġŴŦŤŶųŪŵźġŻŰůŪůŨ

ମဩҚӜҔ
࿕එҚӜҔ
॔ҚӜҔ
ࣄჃ૬ҚӜҔ
ॺช૬ҚӜҔ

ࡠ̹ͣͦ૽͈͙̦
ၛ̻ව̧̭̦ͥ͂́ͥߊ֖
৽֥̦ͅঀဥ̳ͥߊ֖
๊֚ြ৪̦ၛව̧̭̦ͥ͂́ͥߊ֖
ົ౷ٮޏ̥ͣ࠺͈́͘ߊ֖
࠺͈ਔ༏౷֖

૽̯̱̞ۗ͞ͅঔ୭͈ା
Construction of User-Friendly Government Buildings

ξΣΨȜσΟΎͼϋ͈͒৾ழġ
Efforts to Maintain the Functioning of Government Buildings and Facilities

ȁ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃུڒഎ̈́ઁঊȆࣞႢ২͈ٛൢြͬࠊ̱͂̀ȂξΣΨȜσΟΎͼϋ͈ࣉ̢༷ͬ൵ව̱ȂࣞႢ৪Ȇ
વٺ৪൝̦ͬ૽͈͓̳͚̀܄հͅȂհ̱̀Ḁ̑̾ڲ١ഐͅ၌ဥ̧́ͥۗঔ୭ͬ࿒ঐ̱Ȃঔ୭ା൝ͬૺ̞͛̀
̩̭̱̞̳͂͂̀͘ȃ̭͈̹͛Ȃঔ୭ା͈ڎٴȪْࠗȂ୭ࠗȂঔࢥȂဥȫ́ξΣΨȜσΟΎͼϋτΫνȜͬ
ঔ̱Ȃఉအ̈́ΣȜΒ͈՜Ȃٜࠨॐ͈൦ȂບثȆબȂࡑࠐ͍ݞȆࡉ͈ಇୟ͂έͻȜΡΨΛ·৾ͤͅழ̞̳ͭ́͘ȃ
ܡంۗঔ୭ْ̞̾̀ࠗ͜ͅഎ̈́٨ਘͬঔ̱Ȃۗঔ୭͈ΨςͺέςȜاၚ͈࢜ષ৾ͤͅழ̞̳ͭ́͘ȃ
ȁ̹͘Ȃ౷༷ވ౬ఘ൝͈͂Ⴒࠈͤ͢ͅȂਔ༏౷֖֚͂ఘഎ̈́ΨςͺέςȜͬاଔૺ̱ȂξΣΨȜσΟΎͼϋ͈ণത
̥ͣȂ̻̩̿ͤ͘ͅܙဓ̱̞̩̭̱̞̳̀͂͂̀͘ȃġ
Based on an aging society with fewer children, MLIT installs the concepts of universal design in government buildings
for the purpose of safe, smooth and comfortable use for anyone including the elderly and people with disabilities.
MLIT has executed universal design reviews at each stage of the facilities construction and management. In the
review, we understand needs for various visitors, examine the solutions, evaluate the universal design of government office
facilities, and feed back useful information on the universal design.
MLIT implements the repairs of existing government buildings and intends to increase the barrier-free rate of all
government buildings.
MLIT also promotes barrier-free facilities with surrounding areas in collaboration with local governments and public
organizations to creation of community based on the concept of universal design.
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۱̥࢙͈̳̈́ͤ͞ັ̧ٴ
৬̞̳ঀဥ৪͜ͅڢً̧́ͥႽئ
ňųŢťŶŢŭġŴŵŢŪųŴġŸŪŵũġũŢůťųŢŪŭŴ
ŉŢŭŭŸŢźŴġŸŪťŦġŦůŰŶŨũġŧŰųġűŦŰűŭŦġŰůġ
ŸũŦŦŭġŤũŢŪųŴġŵŰġűŢŴŴ

̦͜ঀ̢ࣣͥմඤโ
ňŦůŦųŢŭġŊůŧŰųŮŢŵŪŰůġţŰŢųťġŧŰųġŢŭŭġŷŪŴŪŵŰųŴ
̦͜၌ဥ̧́ͥఉܥෝΠͼτ
ŎŶŭŵŪűŶųűŰŴŦġŵŰŪŭŦŵŴġŴŶŪŵŢţŭŦġŧŰųġŢŭŭġŷŪŴŪŵŰųŴ
࡚͞۾ௗ࢛ުྩমྩ͈
ව࢛͈ু൲Ρͺ
łŶŵŰġŴŭŪťŦġťŰŰųġŢŵġŦůŵųŢůŤŦġŢůťġ
ŰŧŧŪŤŦ
༜࣐̦ࣾඳ༷͈̹͈̈́͛ಛ৬ΑβȜΑ
őŢųŬŪůŨġŴűŢŤŦġŦŴűŦŤŪŢŭŭźġŧŰųġŷŪŴŪŵŰųŴġ
ŸŪŵũġŸŢŭŬŪůŨġťŪŧŧŪŤŶŭŵź

ओ̦̩̈́Ȃࡉ̱͈̞͢ͺίυȜΙႹ
ণژવٺ৪ည൵ဥήυΛ·͈ົ୭
ŔŮŰŰŵũġŵųŢůŴŪŵŪŰůġŢűűųŰŢŤũġŸŪŵũġŢġŨŰŰťġŷŪŦŸ
ŔűŦŤŪŢŭġŤŰŭŰųŦťġŵŢŤŵŪŭŦġŪůŴŵŢŭŭŢŵŪŰůġŧŰųġŷŪŴŪŵŰųŴġŸŪŵũġ
ŪŮűŢŪųŦťġŷŪŴŪŰůġ

̻͙̈́͘ͅၪ̱̹ࠆ̞͈ߗۼ
œŦŤųŦŢŵŪŰůġŢųŦŢġŮŢŵŤũŦťġŴŶųųŰŶůťŪůŨġŭŢůťŴŤŢűŦġ

ৗ͈̞ࣞΨςͺέςȜͼ͈اιȜΐ
ŊŭŭŶŴŵųŢŵŪŰůġŰŧġũŪŨũĮŲŶŢŭŪŵźġţŢųųŪŦųĮŧųŦŦġ
ŧŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴ

ᵏᵏ

౷ͅޏ۪ݩၪ̱̹ۗঔ୭͈ା
۪ͅޏၪ̱̹ۗঔ୭͈ାȪΈςȜϋৡ͈ାȫ
Development of Environmentally-friendly Government Buildings and Facilities (Green Government Building Development)

ȁ࠺ಃ͉Ȃ̷ْ͈̥ࠗͣ࠺୭ȂဥȂ̹̞́ͥ͘ͅܤȂુ۪ͅͅޏͬكဓ̢̤̀ͤȂ̷͈೩ࡘ͉ͅρͼέͼ·
σఘͬণͅව̹۪ͦޏك೩ࡘచॐ̦ຈါ̳́ȃ
ȁ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃۗঔ୭͈ା̜̹ͤͅȂρͼέͼ·σ̲̹۪ͬޏ͈ك೩ࡘͅၪ̱Ȃِ̦࣭͈࠺ಃͅ
̤̫۪ͥޏ༗చॐ͈ܰํ͂̈́ͥۗঔ୭̱͂̀ȶΈςȜϋৡȷ͈ାͬଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ȁඅͅ౷أݩاచॐ̱͉͂̀ȂΥσΆȜঀဥၾ൝͈ဲଷȆॉࡘͬ࿒എ̱̹͂ڎਅ۪͈ܿޏ൵ව࣐̤ͬ̽̀ͤȂఊ
ုอഩΏΑΞθ͈൵ව̈́̓ठخෝΥσΆȜ͈ڰဥ͚̫̹৾ͅழ࣐̞̳̽̀͘͜ȃ
ȁ̹͘Ȃܡంৡ͈୭ܕܥ൝͈Ⴧࢵฺ̠ͅاݤ૧Ȫ٨ਘȫͅष̱̀͜Ȃͤࣞ࢘͢ၚ͈୭ܕܥ൝ͅࢵ૧̳̭ͥ͂ͤ͢ͅȂ
જΥσΆȜȆજ ńŐĳ ͬاଔૺ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ȁ̯ͣͅȂĳıĳı ා́͘ͅ૧ಃ࠺ވಃ൝́˶ˡ˞ȪΥΛΠȆΔυȆΥσΆȜȆΫσȫ࡛̱ͬȂĳıĴı ා́͘ͅ૧
ಃ࠺ಃ͈́ śņŃ ࡛̳̞̠ͬͥ͂ ĳıĲı ා˒ͅॐ̯̹ͦΥσΆȜْུ̫̤ͥࠗͅܖ࿒ດͬ൩̢͘Ȃۗঔ
୭͈ΔυȆΥσΆȜͬا࿒ঐ̱̹ାͬκΟσഎͅঔ̱̳͘ȃ

ᵣᵬᵴᵧᵰᵭᵬᵫᵣᵬᵲ

Buildings put a constant burden on the environment from their planning through construction, operation and disposal
phases; thus, it is necessary to put in place measures which reduce this burden across the entire life-cycle.
MLIT promotes the development of "Green Government Buildings" which comply with the environmental preservation
norms that exist within Japan's construction sector in order to reduce the environmental burden of government buildings
over the course of their life-cycle.
In particular, a variety of environmental technologies are being introduced to reduce and/or eliminate energy usage in
measures to combat global warming. Efforts for the better use of reusable energy sources such as solar power systems are
also being incorporated.
When renewing or refurbishing aging equipment in government buildings and facilities, energy conservation and CO2
reduction are being actively promoted by replacing outdated equipment with more efficient replacements.
In line with the targets for realizing net-zero-energy buildings in new public buildings by 2020 and realizing net-zeroenergy buildings on average by 2030, as set by the Basic Act on Energy Policy effective in June 2010, government buildings
and facilities will be improved to achieve net-zero-energy as model cases.
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Development of Environmentally-friendly Government Buildings and Facilities

ȁΈςȜϋৡ̱͂̀Ȃఱೋ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ൝ ķĳ ঔ୭଼̦̱̞͕̥ۖ̀ͥȂ؍ଌٖ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ൝ͬାಎ̳́Ȫ଼
ĳĵ ාˏ࡛हȫȃఱೋ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ͉́Ȃ৽۪̱̈́̀͂ܿޏġໝ΄ρΑȪōŰŸĮŦȫȂఊုอഩȂŉŧ ࠁચྶߓܕȂ
ΏΑΞθ൝ચྶଷࢄΏΑΞθȂַକ၌ဥȂຕಇξΣΛΠͥ͢ͅഩႁكا൝ͬनဥ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
Sixty-two green government buildings, such as Otsu National Government Building, have been completed, and there
are several others, such as the Yokosuka National Government Building, which are currently being developed (as of March
2012). Some of the key environmental technologies adopted by Otsu National Government Building include Insulated
glazing, solar power, Hf lighting fixtures and lighting control, rainwater utilization, and power load leveling via ice thermal
storage.

ఱೋ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ŐŵŴŶġŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨ

ఊုอഩΏΑΞθ
ŔŰŭŢųġűŰŸŦųġŴŪŵŦŴ

ຕಇξΣΛΠ
ŊŤŦġŵũŦųŮŢŭġŴŵųŢŨŦġŶůŪŵ

ߗΏΑΞθ͈જΥσΆȜȆજ˟˫ˎ̹̫ͤ৾࢜ͅاழ͙
Initiatives for Reducing Energy Usage and CO2 Emissions of Air-Conditioning Systems

ȁ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃۗঔ୭͈ρͼέͼ·σ̲ͬȂ֚۹̱̹ΥσΆȜζΥΐιϋΠȪෝါ͈ݥ୭Ȃෝ͈બȂ
٨൝ȫ࣐̠̭ͬ͂ͤ͢ͅȂΥσΆȜક͈ഐୃͬاͥρͼέͼ·σΥσΆȜζΥΐιϋΠ༹ȪōńņŎȪσ
Γθȫ༹ȫͬڰဥ̱Ȃ౷أݩاచॐ͈ଔૺ഼̞̳͛̀͘ͅȃ
ȁུచॐͬ࢘ضഎͅജ̹̳͛ͥٳȂņŹŤŦŭ ͬဥ̞̹۰օ̈́ߗΏηντȜΏοϋ͈̹͈͛ΜȜσ͜ٳอ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ

MLIT carries out consistent energy management (setting performance requirements, verifying performance, carrying
out improvements, etc.) for the whole life-cycle of government buildings and facilities, and through this life-cycle energy
management (LCEM) contributes to the promotion of global warming countermeasures.
In order to effectively implement these efforts, MLIT develops tools for running simple air-conditioning.
Also, in order to effectively implement "Cool Biz" and "Warm Biz" initiatives in an ongoing fashion to contribute to the
reduction of CO2 emissions, MLIT studies “Cool Biz” / “Warm Biz” air conditioning systems that reduce energy usage and
CO2 emissions while maintaining an appropriate temperature environment in the office area
Promotion of global warming countermeasures
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ȁ̹͘ȂńŐĳ ͈ॉࡘͅܙဓ̳ͥ·ȜσΫΒȟ;ȜθΫΒ͈৾ͤழ͙ͬ࢘ضഎ̥̾ࠑഎͅঔ̳̹ͥ͛Ȃྩ֖͈ഐ
୨̈́أ۪ږͬޏ༗̱̾̾ȂજΥσΆȜȆજ ńŐĳ ͬا࡛̳ͥ·ȜσΫΒȟ;ȜθΫΒߗΏΑΞθ͈൦࣐̞ͬȂ
̷͈൵ව৾ͤͅழ̞̳ͭ́͘ȃ

ߗܥ

ͬܨٸ̞͈ࣞكಎͅྫఖ̩̈́ੰ̱ȂજΥ
·ȜσΫΒߗ༷͈֚႕

ᵏᵑ

̻̩̿ͤ͘ͅܙဓ̳ͥۗঔ୭͈ା
Construction of Government Buildings that Contribute to Community Development

֚౬౷͈ۗঔ୭͈ାġ
Development of Integrated Government and Public Office Facilities under the City Planning Act

ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃۗঔ୭ͬਬ౾̳̭̲ͥ͂ͬ
̀Ȃ၌༒͈࢜ષͬͤၻࢡ̈́౷଼֖۪̹̳͛ͥࠁͬޏȂ
സঌْ༹̩ࠗ̿ͅܖȶ֚౬౷͈ۗঔ୭ȷ͈ାͬૺ
̤͛̀ͤȂٌ̭̦̲͉ͦ́͛ͬ͘ͅ۾Ȃ࣭ Ĳĳ ౷ߊ́
ାͬૺ̞̳͛̀͘ȃġġ

MLIT is promoting the development of national and
local government buildings as integrated government and
municipal offices under the City Planning Act in order to
improve convenience and upgrade regional environments.
Such development projects have already been
accomplished in 12 areas, including the Kasumigaseki
Government Buildings Cluster.

ၻࢡ̈́ࠊ۷ࠁ଼̳ͥͅାġġ

֚౬౷͈ۗঔ୭Ȫٌ̦۾౬౷Ȇނസȫ
őŭŢůůŦťġťŦŷŦŭŰűŮŦůŵġŰŧġŪůŵŦŨųŢŵŦťġŨŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŢůťġűŶţŭŪŤġŰŧŧŪŤŦġŧŢŤŪŭŪŵŪŦŴġ
ĩŌŢŴŶŮŪŨŢŴŦŬŪġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġńŭŶŴŵŦųġŪůġŕŰŬźŰĪ

Building Development Contributing to Better Scenic Views

ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃ̷͈౷֖͈ႤঃȆܨ͞اȆ໓ാ͈
අ͜ͅၪ̱̹ၻࢡ̈́ࠊ۷ࠁ଼̳ͥͅঔ୭̩̿ͤͬ
ૺ̞̳͛̀͘ȃġ
ȁ̯̭̞ࣞ͢ृസ౷༷ࣣ൳͉́Ȃ˦ˮࣞפפஜࢩા
͞ΨΑΗȜησ͈ା͂ႲࠈͬͤȂৡ֚͂ఘ̱ا
̹ͺίυȜΙࢩા̞̳͂̈́̽̀͘ȃ
MLIT is promoting the creation of facilities that are
in harmony with the history, culture and climate of their
surroundings, which contributes to better scenic views.

ᴾᵡᵭᵭᵮᵣᵰᵟᵲᵧᵭᵬ
ᴾᵵᵧᵲᵦᴾᵲᵦᵣᴾᵡᵭᵫᵫᵳᵬᵧᵲᵷ

ਔ༏ঔ୭͂Ⴒࠈ̱̹ାȪ̯̭̞ࣞ͢ृസ౷༷ࣣ൳ȫ
ŌŰŤũŪġŚŰŴŢŬŰŪŴŢŪŵŰġŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨ

സঌ۪͂ޏგ̱̹ାȪߧུ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡġł ȫ
ŌŶŮŢŮŰŵŰġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġł

ႤঃഎȆاഎॲͬڰဥ̱̹ାġġġ

ুட۪ͅޏၪ̱̹ାȪނസࢄġीࠆݝਫ਼ਤΠͼτȫ
ŌźŰŵŰġňźŰŦůġŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġňŢųťŦůġŐŧŧŪŤŦġ

Building Development Utilizing Historical and Cultural Resources

ȁ౷֖͈̻̩̿ͤ͘ͅܙဓ̳̹ͥ͛ͅȂಿ̩౷֖̱ͅ
̧̹ͦ̀͘Ⴄঃഎ̈́ۗঔ୭͈༗ంȆڰဥͬૺ̞͛̀͘
̳ȃġġġ
In order to contribute to community development,
MLIT preserves and utilizes historically significant
government buildings and facilities that are beloved in
their areas.

؍ຩ౷༷ܨયర
ŚŰŬŰũŢŮŢġōŰŤŢŭġŎŦŵŦŰųŰŭŰŨŪŤŢŭġŐţŴŦųŷŢŵŰųźġ

ᵏᵒ

ۗঔ୭͈ା༹Ȩ̑
Development Methods and Procedures for Government Buildings and Facilities

ˬˢ˥͈͒৾ͤழ͙
Use of the PFI Method

ȁő Ň Ŋ ȪőųŪŷŢŵŦġŇŪůŢůŤŦġŊůŪŵŪŢŵŪŷŦȫ͉͂ȂވȜΫΑ༹̜͈ͤ́̾͂͌ރȂྦྷ͈ۼ߄ȂࠐאෝႁȂܿഎෝႁͬڰ
ဥ̳̭ͥ͂ͤ͢ͅȂͤ࢘͢ၚഎ̥̾࢘ضഎͅވȜΫΑ̭̳ͬͬ͂ͥރ࿒എ̱̞̳͂̀͘ȃ๊֚ͅ őŇ Ŋ ༷̤̞ͅ
͉̀Ȃྦྷۼমު৪ͅ୭̥ࠗͣ࠺୭Ȃ߄ోȂ֚ͬאఘ̱̀اอಕ̱Ȃ͍ݞڬςΑ·ͬۗྦྷ́ഐ୨̱̳͘ͅȃ
ȁུ͉́Ȃ
ȶྦྷۼ߄൝͈ڰဥͥ͢ͅވঔ୭൝͈ା൝͈௯ૺͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾ȷȪőŇŊ ༹ȫ଼̦ ĲĲ ා˓ͅଷ̯ͦȂ
̷͈ࢃȂਫ਼ါ͈٨ୃ̧̦࣐̞̳ͩͦ̀̀͘ȃ࡛हȂਤ݈͍֭ݞ४݈݈֥֭ٛ܁Ȃ߇ల Ĵ ࣣ൳ৡ̈́̓́ őŇŊ মުͬ
ঔ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġ
The private finance initiative (PFI) method, which is one means of providing government services, aims to more
efficiently and effectively provide services to the public by utilizing the financial resources, management know-how, and
technologies of the private sector. In general, the PFI method entrusts private contractors to design, construct, finance, and
operate a public facility as a single package to appropriately disperse the roles and risks involved.
In Japan, the Law regarding Promotion of the Provision of Public Facilities and Other Related Services by Use of
Private Capital and Other Resources (PFI Law) was enacted in July 1999, and a necessary revision has been done
afterwards. The Central Government Building No.7 Project and Kudan National Government Building No.3 Project are
currently being implemented as PFI projects.

ਤ݈͍֭ݞ४݈݈֥֭ٛ ܁ĩ ଼ۖͼιȜΐ Ī
ŎŦŮţŦųŴĨġ ŐŧŧŪŤŦġ ŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġ Űŧġ ŉŰŶŴŦġ Űŧġ œŦűųŦŴŦůŵŢŵŪŷŦŴġ Ţůťġ
ŉŰŶŴŦġŰŧġńŰŶůŤŪŭŭŰųŴĭġŕũŦġŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŅŪŦŵġŰŧġŋŢűŢů

߇లˏࣣ൳ৡ
ŌŶťŢůġŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġŏŰįĴ

ńłōŔİņń ͈͒৾ͤழ͙ġ
Promotion of CALS/EC

ȁۗא໐͉́ ńłōŔİņńĩńŰůŵŪůŶŰŶŴġ łŤŲŶŪŴŪŵŪŰůġ Ţůťġ ōŪŧŦĮŤźŤŭŦġ ŔŶűűŰųŵİņŭŦŤŵųŰůŪŤġ ńŰŮŮŦųŤŦĻ ވমު׳ൡࣣૂ༭
ΏΑΞθ Ī ͈͒৾ழ͈۪̱֚͂̀ȂŃŊŎĩŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġ ŊůŧŰųŮŢŵŪŰůġ ŎŰťŦŭŪůŨĪ ͬ൵ව̱̹ίυΐͿ·Πͬদ࣐എͅঔ̱ȂŃŊŎ
൵වͥ͢ͅאުྩ͈͒ιςΛΠȪӱخণͥ͢ͅا୭͈ࠗ࢘ၚاȂӲାࣣ͈ͥ͢ͅږ࿗͈ͤཡগȂӳൡࣣȆ֚ࡓ
ૂ̹̯ͦا༭͈ρͼέͼ·σ̲̹ͬڰဥȫ̞̾̀ͅબ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ȁ̤̈́ Ń Ŋ Ŏ ͉͂ȂϋάνȜΗષͅै଼̱̹ˏষࡓ͈ࠁેૂ༭̢ͅحȂ൝͈ྴઠ͞ॽષ̬ȂऺၳȆ໐ऺ͈ॽအȆෝȂ
ΑΠૂ༭൝Ȃ࠺͈௺ૂ༭̵ͬ̾͜࠺ૂ༭κΟσͬࢹಃ̳̭̜ͥ͂́ͤȂ୭̥ࠗͣঔࢥȂۯၑ൝Ȃ࠺ಃρ
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Government Buildings Department has BIM (Building Information Modeling) conducted pilot projects as part of CALS/EC
(Continuous Acquisition and Life-cycle Support/Electronic Commerce) promotion, and studied benefits ( 㽲 efficient design
by Visualization 㽳 ensuring Consistency 㽴 Use of Integrated information throughout the life cycle) to our operation.
BIM system is a information model on a computer composed of 3-D shape data and various specific information of a
building. By using BIM, we expect more efficient production and maintenance of buildings.
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ۗঔ୭ْ͈ࠗഎ̥̾࢘ၚഎ̈́༗͈̹͛ͅġġ
Promotion of Government Buildings Maintenance and Management Planning for Efficiency
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MLIT gives advice on building
maintenance strategically to each
government ministry and agency so that
government buildings can be used safely
and comfortably, and the life cycle cost of
them is reduced.
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MLIT has established standards of
building maintenance based on the Act on
Construction, etc. of Government and other
Public Office Facilities in order to ensure that
each government ministry and agency keeps
government buildings in good condition
appropriately.
MLIT has also established technical
standards of government buildings
maintenance and management, such
as specifications for the entrustment of
maintenance duties.
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Technical Standards of Government Buildings Maintenance and Management
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Maintenance and Effective Use of Government Buildings
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Advanced Facility Management with ICT
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MLIT has developed Web application
called BIMMS-N, and applied it to the
management of government buildings
maintenance to realize the advanced facility
management.
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BIMMS-N：Building Information System
for Maintenance and Management Support
in National Government
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ۗঔ୭͈༗ঐ൵͈ଔૺ
Promotion of the maintenance instruction regarding government buildings
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MLIT provides instructions and technical
support for facility management work
conducted by other ministries and agencies.
Furthermore, MLIT issues an annual
report about the situation of Facility
Management of the government buildings.
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ۗঔ୭̤̫ͥͅ࿐ऺ͈၌ဥ͈ଔૺ
Promotion of Use of Wood in Government Buildings

ۗঔ୭̤̫ͥͅ࿐ऺ͈၌ဥ͈ଔૺġġ
Promotion of Use of Wood in Government Buildings

࠺ވಃ̤̫ͥͅ࿐ऺ͈၌ဥ͈௯ૺͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾

ᵳᵱᵣᴾᵭᵤᴾᵵᵭᵭᵢ

Act for Promotion of Use of Wood in Public Buildings
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̧̞̳̀͘ȃ
On October 1st, 2010, the "Act for Promotion of Use of
Wood in Public Buildings" (2010, Law No. 36) (hereinafter
referred to as "the Act" )was passed, and it went into effect .
Up until that time, MLIT had promoted the use of timber
in government building and facility development; however, a
greater promotional push was begun following the passage
of this act.
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Basic Policies for Promotion of Use of Wood in Public Buildings
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Based on Article 7 of "the Act", the Minister of Agriculture,
Forestry and Fisheries and the Minister of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism have established the basic policies for the
promotion of the use of wood in public buildings.
These basic policies establish the essential points to be
covered in promoting the use of wood in public buildings and
the objectives of this promotion in public buildings which are
developed and maintained by the national government.

࿐௮͈࠺ಃ̳ۗͥͅ۾א͈ܿܖ
Government Buildings Services‘ Technical Standards for Timber
Construction
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MLIT has established wood construction planning and
design standards which give technical items and standard
methods for the design of wooden facilities so as to contribute
to efficient designs and to ensure necessary performance of
government buildings and facilities.
ඤͅ࿐ऺͬ၌ဥ̱̹ঔ୭͈ম႕
ņŹŢŮűŭŦġŰŧġŧŢŤŪŭŪŵźġŶŵŪŭŪŻŪůŨġŢġŵŪŮţŦųġŪůŵŦųŪŰų
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ۗঔ୭̳ͥͅ۾အș̈́৾ழ
Various initiatives related to Government Buildings and Facilities

ۗא͈ܿܖġ
Technical Standards of the Government Buildings Department

MLIT has established the Standards for Location, Scale and Structure of Government Buildings and has been making
efforts to improve environmental preservation, secure safety against disasters, and upgrade convenience for people, as well
as to positively meet social needs and realize truly affluent living, by establishing various technical standards to construct,
maintain and manage government buildings in accordance with the above-mentioned standards.
In addition, to achieve further rationalization and efficiency of the work carried out by the Government Buildings
Department, MLIT has formulated Unified Standards for the various technical standards of the Department. Each
government agency uses the Unified Standards for unification purposes.
These standards are widely used not only by government agencies, but also local municipalities and public agencies.
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ȁ̤̈́Ȃ̭͈ͦͣܿܖ͉࣭۾ܥز൝͈͒ഐဥ̴͈͙̈́ͣȂ౷༷ވ౬ఘ൝́͜ࢩ̩ڰဥ̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃġġ
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During an emergency or crisis, such as a largescale disaster, government office buildings must maintain
their functioning to ensure the continued operation of the
government.
MLIT makes guidelines for maintaining functioning to
ensure the continued operation of the government, and
provides support to each ministry.
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ٌ̦͈ۗ۾ঔ୭ġ
Kasumigaseki Government Buildings and Facilities

ٌ̦۾౷ߊ̤̫ͥۗͅঔ୭͈ାȆڰဥġġ
Development and Utilization of Government Buildings and Facilities in the Kasumigaseki Area

ᵩᵟᵱᵳᵫᵧᵥᵟᵱᵣᵩᵧ

ȁٌ̦۾౷ߊ͉Ȃِ̦࣭͈ၛ༹Ȇং༹Ȇ࣐ଽ͈ಎଥܥෝ̦ਬୟ̳ͥ౷ߊ̳́ȃ
ȁ࣭ാજ͉̭͈౷ߊ̤̞̀ͅȂࠊ۷ࠁ଼ȂۯܥܓၑȂ౷ޏ۪ݩ࿚ఴ൝ͅഐ୨ͅచ؊̱Ȃ౷ߊఘ̱͂̀อ̯ͥͦܞ
ܥෝͬࣞ͛ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂͬڒ̢̹౷ߊ̱͂̀ାȆڰဥ഼̞̭̳͛̀ͥ͂ͧ́ͅȃ
ȁႤঃഎ࠺ಃ̜́ͥݰং༹જৡȪĲĹĺĶ ාੋࢥȫ̞͉̾̀ͅȂĲĺĺķ ාȂಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల ķ ܁̦̱ͦͭ͂̀໘
ࡔ٨ਘ࣐̞̱̹ͬ͘ȃ
ȁ̹͘Ȃಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల ĳ ͉܁૧̱̞শయ͈κΟσৡ̱͂̀ȂཡबಎଥܥෝȂࣞഽૂ༭ܥෝȂ౷ޏ۪ݩ༗ͅచ؊
̱̹ৡ̱͂̀ା̱̞̳̀͘ȃġ
The Kasumigaseki area is home to a concentration of core legislative, judicial and administrative functions of the
Japanese government.
MLIT works to enhance the functioning of the area as a whole and to develop and utilize it as an area full of dignity
and character, all while ensuring appropriate attention to is paid to scenic development, crisis preparedness, environmental
issues and other considerations.
The old Ministry of Justice building is an historically significant building constructed in 1895 which was restored in 1996
as Red Brick Central Government Building No. 6.
Also, Central Government Building No. 2 has been established as a model for a new era of government buildings,
incorporating disaster-response nerve-center capabilities, advanced informational functions, and an environmentally-friendly
design.
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ۗঔ୭͈ାম႕ġġ
Examples of Government Building and Facility Development

ၑఱۗഅġ
Prime Minister's Office

ȁၑఱۗഅ͉Ȃ߃ා̤̫࣐ͥͅଽ͈ఉအاȂ࣭ष̤͢ا
͍ૂ༭ͅاచ؊̱̀ۗഅ̷̦͈ܥෝͬഎͅږอ̧ͥ́͢ܞ
̠ȂۯܥܓၑܥෝȂࠞຬܥෝ̤͍͢ૂ༭ܥෝ൝͈ਰͬ
̭ͥ͂ͬ࿒എͅା࣐̞̱̹ͬ͘ȃ
ȁ̹͘Ȃबٺশ൝̷̤̞͈̀͜ͅܥෝͬอ̧̠ͥ́͢ܞ
ఛૼȂհͅၪ̳ͥ͂͂͜ͅȂ౷ޏ۪ݩȂࣞႢ৪Ȇવ
ٺ৪൝͈͒ၪ̈́̓Ȃအș̈́࿂́୶൵എ̈́৾ழ̦ঔ̯ͦ̀
̞̳͘ȃġġġġ

ᵬᵭᵲᵟᵠᵪᵣ
ᵮᵰᵭᵨᵣᵡᵲᵱ

MLIT constructed the Prime Minister's Office, which is
equipped with emergency management functions, reception
functions, and information and communication functions
in order to respond to the recent movements toward
administrative diversification, internationalization, and the
advent of the information technology society. In addition, this
facility incorporates various features including earthquakeresistance, safety, environmental consideration, and barrierfree design, so that it will be able to fulfill all of its functions
even at the time of natural disaster.

࣭ၛࡔบঘ৪്გܫැ܁ġ
Hiroshima National Peace Memorial Hall for the Atomic Bomb Victims

ȁ࣭ၛࡔบঘ৪്გܫැ͉܁Ȃࡔบ͈ၳȆૂ༭ͬ໙
ࢩ̩ਓਬାၑ̱̀ࢃయͅࠑઇ̱̞̩̀͂͂͜ͅȂࡔบঘ৪
ఘͅచ̳ͥזഎ̈́քႠȆ്࣐̞͈ͬזგͬܫැ̳
̭ͥ͂ͬ࿒എْ̯ࠗͦͅȂ
ࢩോঌ͂ಿॄঌͅା̯̱̹ͦ͘ȃġġ
MLIT constructed National Peace Memorial Halls for
Atomic Bomb Victims to mourn all victims of the atomic bombs
and pray for eternal peace as well as to clarify historical
materials and information related to the atomic bombs and
hand them down to future generations. These Memorial Halls
have been built in Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

ނസࠞຬ܁ġ
Kyoto State Guest house

ȁނസࠞຬ͉܁Ȃུ͈ߗ̲ͥͦͣۜͬۼս̴̹̹͂͘ܨ
̞͈ಎ́Ȃ٬͈̥ͣٸຬͬݖ୪ߚ̳̭ͥ͂ͤ͢ͅȂ࣭ष২ٛ
̤̫ͥͅ໙ࢩ̞చၑٜͬૌ଼̳̹ͥ͛Ȃུ͈ႤঃȆا
ͬયಭ̳ͥസঌ̱࣭͂̀षഎ͜ͅࢩ̩̞ͣͦ̀ͥނസ͈౷
ͅା࣐̞̱̹ͬ͘ȃȁ
ȁ̭͈ঔ୭͉Ȃ࠺୭౷̜́ͥނസࢄ͈̱̀͂ྦྷ࣭͈
ڬȂਔ༏͈۪ࠊ͍ݞޏ۷͈͂გ൝ͅၪ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġ
MLIT constructed Kyoto State Guest House in Kyoto,
which is internationally renowned as a city representing
Japanese history and culture. The Guest House will be used to
welcome foreign guests in a traditional Japanese atmosphere
and foster understanding of various aspects of Japan among
the international community. It has been designed taking
into account the roles of the Kyoto of National Park, located
adjacent of the Guest House site, as well as harmony with the
surrounding environment and landscape.

ᵐᵏ

ۗঔ୭͈ାম႕ġġ
࣭ၛ࣭ष܁ġġ
National Museum of Art, Osaka

ᵬᵭᵲᵟᵠᵪᵣ
ᵮᵰᵭᵨᵣᵡᵲᵱ

ȁĲĺĸı ාͅٳटུ̯̹ͦྔ࣭ฎ။͈ٛڰͬ܁ဥ̱̹࣭
ၛ࣭ष͉܁ȂჇ͍ݞݤਓ௬ࡩ͈ޛ᳕൝͈࿚ఴ̦̲̹̹͛Ȃ
ఱि͈૧̹̈́ࠝȆ͈اಎ౷ߊ̱͂̀ା̯̜ͦ̾̾ͥಎ
ോ͒֊ഢ̱̱̹͘ȃ
ȁུঔ୭ུ͉͈ۖ౷߿ئ́܁Ȃ૽͈͂͂ၠͬ
͙̳ΩήςΛ·ΖȜϋȂఉအ࡛̈́యैͅၪ̱̹ജ
াߗۼ൝ͬ୭̫Ȃঌྦྷ̦̱͙̳̞̱̀͂͞܁ା̯ͦ͘
̱̹ȃġ
The National Museum of Art was originally housed in the
former art museum used for the Japan World Exposition held
in 1970. As the facility deteriorated and became too small
for its purpose, a decision was made to build a new museum
in the Nakanoshima district of Osaka as a center of art and
culture. The new National Museum of Art is planned to be the
first underground-type museum in Japan. The public zone has
been designed to create the feeling of interchange between
people and art, and the exhibition spaces take into consideration
the varieties of modern art to be exhibited so that visitors will
experience a welcoming atmosphere.

࣭ၛ࣭ٛ۾܁ୌ܁ġġ
Kansai Branch of the National Diet Library

ȁ࣭ၛ࣭ٛ۾܁ୌ͉܁Ȃාș௩̳ͥحၳͬਓ௬̳̹ͥ͛
͈ࡩ͂ഩঊܥ܁ෝ̢ͬȂ߃ා͈ૂ̈́௸ݢ༭͈ܿ
อജͅచ؊̱̹܁ȜΫΑ̭̳ͬͬ͂ͥރ࿒എ̱͂Ȃ۾
ୌݪࡄڠاസঌඤͅା࣐̞̱̹ͬ͘ȃ
MLIT constructed the Kansai Branch of the National Diet
Library, which is equipped with electronic library functions and a
large storage space to accommodate a large number of materials
that are increasing every year. The facility is planned to serve
as a focal point of library services for the advanced information
society of the 21st century, fully exhibiting its functions together
with the existing National Diet Library in Tokyo.

ཤ٬ൽ൸ηΛΠ࣭षιΟͻͺΓϋΗȜġ
G8 Hokkaido Toyako Summit International Media Center

ȁཤ٬ൽ൸ηΛΠ࣭षιΟͻͺΓϋΗȜ͉ȂĳııĹ ා˓
ͅٳट̯̹ͦȂཤ٬ൽ൸ηΛΠ̤̫ͥͅ༭ൽ߸۾৪࢜
̫͈ࡠۼܢ͈ঔ୭̱͂̀࠺୭̯̱̹ͦ͘ȃ
ȁ࣭ാજ͉́Ȃ̭͈ঔ୭͈࠺୭̲ͬ̀ηΛΠ͈৽ါ݈
ఴ͈̜̹͌͂̾́̽ȶ۪ޏȆܨ་൲ȷͅచِ̳̦࣭ͥଽຸ͈
উସͬอ̳̭ͥ͂ͬ࿒ঐ̱̱̹͘ȃ
ȁ̳̻̈́ͩȂఊုอഩȂୱ႖པȂσȜΨȜͬ၌ဥ̱̹༃࿂ႂ
ͬܿޏ۪͈̓̈́اनဥ̱̹͕̥Ȃ࠺ಃऺͬഔೲ̱̀ठ၌ဥȆ
ठ࡙̭̳ͬ͂ͥا࿒ঐ̱̀୭ࠗȂ࠺୭࣐̞ͬȂ̷͈ࠫضȂ࠺
ಃऺ͈ ĺĶɓ̦ठ၌ဥȆठ࡙̹̱̭̯ͤ̈́͂ͥͦ͘ͅاȃ
This Center was built as a temporary media center for the G8
Hokkaido Toyako Summit held in July, 2008.
Through the construction of this building, the Ministry aimed to
transmit to all over the world the posture of the government of Japan to
“Environment and Climate Change” that was one of the main themes of
the Summit.
That is, the building architecturally embodied the green
technologies such as solar power, air conditioning system using stored
snow and greening wall system utilizing external louvers. In addition, it
was designed and constructed aiming to reuse and recycle thoroughly
architectural materials and, as a result, about 95% of those were reused
and recycled.

ᵐᵐ
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اȆ࣭षၠ͉̪̩͚ͬ࠺ވಃġ
Public Buildings for Cultural Events and International Exchanges

ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃݰाၗͬݠ٨ਘ̱̹ࠞຬ̲͉͛ͬ܁Ȃ࣭
ၛ࣭ٛ܁Ȃ࣭ၛࠠાȂ࣭ष݈ٛા̈́̓Ȃِ̦࣭͈࣭ष
ၠ͞اমު͈৽ါ̈́ݶത͂̈́ͥঔ୭͈ା࣐̞ͬ̽̀͘
̳ȃġ

MLIT has been undertaking various building construction
projects, such as conversion of the former Akasaka Palace into
the State Guesthouse, and construction of the National Diet
Library, national theaters, national convention halls, and other
buildings that serve as important venues for cultural events
and international exchanges.

ᵬᵭᵲᵟᵠᵪᵣ
ᵮᵰᵭᵨᵣᵡᵲᵱ

ࢩ̩ࠝڰ൲ͬޗ̧́ͥા͂̈́ͥ
૧࣭ၛࠠાġĩĲĺĺĸĪ
ŏŦŸġ ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġ ŕũŦŢŵŦųġ ŧŰųġ Ţġ ŸŪťŦġ
ųŢůŨŦġŰŧġġűŦųŧŰųŮŪůŨġŢųŵŴ
ġĩńŰŮűŭŦŵŦťġŪůġĲĺĺĸĪ

২̢ٛͬͥͬܿڠشಃ̩ࡄݪঔ୭ġ
Research Facilities for Scientific and Technological Development to Support Society

ȁཅ̥̈́ͬڰ࡛̳̹͉ͥ͛ͅȂ͈ܿڠش૦ͬޟ̭ͥ
̦͂ਹါ̳́ȃ
ȁ࣭ാજ͉ȂఱڠȆྦྷ͂ުܑۼႲࠈ̱̀୶ૺ͈ܿވ൳
ࡄٳݪอͬૺུ͈͛ॲު͈อജ࣓ͅࡃ̳̭ͥ͂ͬ࿒എ̱͂
̹ࡄݪঔ୭̞̾̀ͅȂ̷͈ା࣐̞̳ͬ̽̀͘ȃġġ
Scientific and technological development is important for
the realization of an affluent life. MLIT constructs research
facilities to contribute to joint research of cutting-edge
technologies through cooperation between universities and
the private sector, thereby supporting the development of the
country's industries.
୶ૺ͈ܿވ൳ٳอ͈̈́̓ࡄܥݪෝ̦อͅވ̧͂ͥ́ܞȂႋ୪̳ͥ૩ႅ͈ႂ͈̦͂̾̈́
ͤͅၪ̱ၻࢡ̈́ߗͬۼ̹̽ঔ୭̩̿ͤͬ࿒ঐ̱̹ॲުࣣܿࡄݪਫ਼ȁಎ໐ΓϋΗȜġ
ĩĳııĲĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġ ŊůŴŵŪŵŶŵŦġ Űŧġ ġ łťŷŢůŤŦťġ ŊůťŶŴŵųŪŢŭġ ŔŤŪŦůŤŦġ Ţůťġ ŕŦŤũůŰŭŰŨźġ ĩłŊŔŕĪĭġ ńũŶţŶġ ńŦůŵŦųĭġ Ţġ
ŧŢŤŪŭŪŵźġ ŧŰųġ ūŰŪůŵġ ųŦŴŦŢųŤũġ Ţůťġ ťŦŷŦŭŰűŮŦůŵġ Űŧġ ŢťŷŢůŤŦťġ ŵŦŤũůŰŭŰŨŪŦŴġ ŭŰŤŢŵŦťġ Ūůġ Ţġ ŧŪůŦġ ŴűŢŤŦġ
ŸŦŭŭġŮŢŵŤũŦťġŸŪŵũġŵũŦġŨųŦŦůŦųźġŰŧġŵũŦġŢťūŢŤŦůŵġŧŰųŦŴŵġġĩńŰŮűŭŦŵŦťġŪůġĳııĲĪ

အș̈́ΣȜΒͅ؊̢ͥۗঔ୭ġ
Government Buildings to Meet Various Needs

ȁ࣭ാજ͉ȂႻबඅ༆ٚࢌঔ୭͞વٺ৪ު߱Ⴏࢷ̈́̓
͈ڎજڎ͈အș̈́ঔ୭̞̾̀ͅḀْܑ̑ͣٴ४ْ̱Ȃအș
̈́২͈ٛΣȜΒͅచ؊̱̹ା࣐̞̳ͬ̽̀͘ȃġ
MLIT cooperates with other ministries and public agencies
from the stage of planning buildings such as special care
facilities for injured and disabled workers and vocational
training schools for people with disabilities, and constructs
these facilities to meet social needs.

ِ̦࣭͈વٺ৪ঔॐ֚ͬͤ͢ଔૺ̱Ȃવٺ৪͈ȶۖ४͂ح൝ȷ͈ၑැ͈ߓఘഎ࡛̈́
࣭ͬͥषવٺ৪ၠΓϋΗȜȪΫΛΈͺͼȫġĩĳııĲĪ
ŊůŵŦųůŢŵŪŰůŢŭġńŰŮŮŶůŪŤŢŵŪŰůġńŦůŵŦųġŧŰųġőŦųŴŰůŴġŸŪŵũġŅŪŴŢţŪŭŪŵŪŦŴġĩȨŃŪŨġņźŦĭȩĪġ
ŃŶŪŭŵġŵŰġŧŶųŵũŦųġűųŰŮŰŵŦġűŰŭŪŤŪŦŴġŧŰųġűŦŰűŭŦġŸŪŵũġťŪŴŢţŪŭŪŵŪŦŴġŪůġŋŢűŢůġ
ŢůťġųŦŢŭŪŻŦġŵũŦġŤŰůŤŦűŵġŰŧġŧŶŭŭġűŢųŵŪŤŪűŢŵŪŰůġŢůťġŦŲŶŢŭŪŵźġŰŧġŵũŦġťŪŴŢţŭŦťįġĩńŰŮűŭŦŵŦťġŪůġĳııĲĪ

ᵐᵑ

࠺ވಃ͈͂ۗא͈࣭षފႁ
Public Buildings Day and International Exchange Activities of MLIT

࠺ވಃ͈࠺ވ͍ݞಃ̫̤ͤ৾ͥͅۼழ͙ġ
Activities on Public Buildings Day and during the Month of November

ȁ࠺ވಃ͈̳̹ض๊༷͈֚ͬڬșͅࢩ̩̞̽̀
̹̺̩̹͛Ȃ࣭ാજ͉ȂĲĲ  ĲĲ ͬȶ࠺ވಃ͈
ȷȂ̹͘ȂĲĲ ͬȶ࠺ވಃۼȷ̱͂̀౷༷ވ౬
ఘȂ߸۾જȂ߸۾౬ఘ൝͂ފႁ̱̀ȂΏϋεΐ;θ͈
ٳट͞ঔ୭ࡉڠٛ̈́̓အș࣐̈́মͬঔ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ
ȁ࠺ވಃ͈࠺ވ͍ݞಃ͈৾́ۼழ̲࣭ͬ̀ྦྷ
͈࠺ވಃͅచ̳ͥփে̦ࣞͤ͘Ȃ૯̹ͦͅ࠺ވಃ
͈ାȆ̠̩͍̾ࠫ͢ͅͅא഼̞̳͛̀͘ȃġġ

In order to make the roles of public buildings known
to the public, MLIT has designated November 11 as Public
Buildings Day and holds various symposiums and field trips
during the month of November in cooperation with local
agencies and related national ministries and agencies.
MLIT has been making efforts to improve people's
understanding of public buildings by means of these activities
on November 11 and throughout that month, in order to
facilitate the construction and operation of high-quality public
buildings.

࠺ވಃ͈Ώϋεΐ
;θ͈အঊ
ŔźŮűŰŴŪŶŮġũŦŭťġŰůġ
őŶţŭŪŤġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġŅŢź

ȶ࠺ވಃ͈ȷέͿΑ
ΞͻΨσ ĳıĲĲġŪů κτġ
ȨőŶţŭŪŤġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġŅŢźȩġ
ŇŦŴŵŪŷŢŭġĳıĲĲġŪůġŎŐņœņ

ᵪᵭᵡᵟᵪᴾᵄᴾᵧᵬᵲᵅᵪ
ᵭᵳᵲᵰᵣᵟᵡᵦ

ܿފႁ
International Cooperation Activities of the Government Buildings Department

ȁͼϋΡΥΏͺ͞βσȜ̈́̓Ȃ੨࠺̵ͥͦͣܙ̥࣭ͣٸ
ಃ͈୭ࠗȂঔࢥ̈́̓ͅފ̳ܿͥ۾ႁါͅచ̱Ȃඊ
ၛ࣐ଽ༹૽࣭षފႁࢹܥȪŋŊńłȫ൝̲̹ͬܿފႁͬ
ୟޭഎͅૺ̧̞̳͛̀̀͘ȃġ
In response to requests from other countries,
including the Indonesia and Peru, for the design and
construction of buildings, MLIT actively provides technical
cooperation to those countries through the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA).

࠺ಃఛૼ࢜ષ͈̹͈͛࠺ಃ
࣐ଽ࣐ෝႁ࢜ષίυΐͿ·Π
έͿȜΒԆȪͼϋΡΥΏͺȫġ
ŕũŦġűųŰūŦŤŵġŰůġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨŴġ
łťŮŪůŪŴŵųŢŵŪŰůġŢůťġņůŧŰųŤŦŮŦůŵġ
ńŢűŢŤŪŵźġŅŦŷŦŭŰűŮŦůŵġŧŰųġŔŦŪŴŮŪŤġ
œŦŴŪŭŪŦůŤŦ ԆġĩŊůťŰůŦŴŪŢĪ

೩ΑΠఛૼਯܿຽݞίυ
ΐͿ·ΠԆȪβσȜȫġ
ŅŪŴŴŦŮŪůŢŵŪŰůġŰůġ
ńŰůŴŵųŢŤŵŪŰůġŕŦŤũůŰŭŰŨźġŧŰųġ
ōŰŸĮńŰŴŵġŢůťġŔŦŪŴŮŪŤġœŦŴŪŴŵŢůŵġġ
ŉŰŶŴŦŴġԆȪőŦųŶȫġ

࣭षၠ
International Exchange

ȁ࣭ാજ͉Ȃאমު࣭̳ͥͅ۾ष݈ٛͅ४̱حȂ
אܿ͞࠺ಃͅܖ̳ܿͥ۾ِ̥̥̦࣭͈̈́̓ͥͅ
৾ழ̳ͥͅ۾อນȂ੨࠺ވ͈࣭ٸಃାঔ۾ܥ൝͂
͈ૂ༭۟Ȃ͈࣭ٸଽຸ࠺ވ͈۾ܥಃା̳ͥͅ۾
औ౬͈̫ව̲ͦ̈́̓ͬ̀Ȃୟޭഎ࣭ͅषၠ࣐ͬ̽
̞̳̀͘ȃġġ
MLIT actively participates in international conferences
and symposiums related to building construction and
maintenance and introduce the work being carried out in
Japan, as well as Japanese technologies and technical
standards for building construction, maintenance, and repair.
The Ministry also share information and opinions on various
subjects with personnel of public works implementation
agencies from other countries, and accepts study teams from
foreign government agencies related to the construction of
public buildings.

ᵐᵒ

ŘĵġĳııĹ ͈́χȜ·ΏοΛ
ί͈໓ࠊȪނȫġ
ŘŰųŬŴũŰűġŪůġŘĵġĳııĹġ
ĩŕŰŬźŰĪ

ŊńŊŔ ͈ٛ́อນ໓ࠊ
ȪͼΆςΑȫġ
őųŦŴŦůŵŢŵŪŰůġŰŧġűŢűŦųġŢŵġ
ŊńŊŔġňŦůŦųŢŭġńŰůŧŦųŦůŤŦġ
ĩņůŨŭŢůťĪ

ۗא͈ழġ
Organization of the Government Buildings Department

ழ͈ࢹ଼ġ
Organizational Structure

ȁ࣭ാજ͈ۗא͈ழ͉Ȃུજ͈ఱۗཔȪۗ
א໐ȫ͂౷༷ାޫ͍ݞཤ٬ൽٳอޫ͈א໐̥ͣࢹ଼
̯̞̳ͦ̀͘ȃ̯ͣͅȂඤຸؗڝථࣣমྩޫ͜ͅ൳အ͈
ழͬခ̱Ȃུ࣭ͬΨȜ̱̞̳̀͘ȃ̹͘Ȃۗא
ͬ৾ͤૂ̩ےସ͈་ͅا؊̲Ȃঐ൵Ȇ۬ආުྩ͈ਰͬ
̹ͥ͛Ȃུજ଼̤̞͉̀ͅ Ĳķ ාഽȂ౷༷ାޫ൝ͅ
଼̤̞͉̀ ĳĲ ාഽͅழͬࡉೄ̱Ȃ૧̹̈́ఘଷ́ުྩ
ͬঔ̱̞̳̀͘ȃġġ

The organization of the Government Buildings Department
consists of the Minister's Secretariat (Government Buildings
Department), Regional Development Bureau, Hokkaido
Development Bureau, and Okinawa Development Bureau. MLIT
thus encompasses the whole of Japan under its jurisdiction. As
part of the management reform process, the organization has
been completely reviewed and the Department is operating as a
new organization from fiscal year 2004.

࿖ㅢ⋭
Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

ᄢ⤿ቭᚱ
Minister’s Secretariat

ቭᐡ༡❲ㇱ

▤ℂ⺖

Government Buildings Department

Administration Division

༡❲ડ↹ቭ

ክ⼏ቭ

Senior Officer for Government Building Administration Policy Planning

Deputy Director-General

⺞㆐ോᡷༀផㅴቭ
Senior Deputy Director for Improvement of Procurement Affairs

⸘↹⺖

ోᜰዉቶ

Planning Division

Facility Management Planning Office

༡❲⸘↹⺞ᢛቭ
Director for Building Planning Coordination

ቭᐡᣉ⸳⸘↹ផㅴቭ
Government Building Projecting Officer

᳃㑆⾗㊄╬ᵴ↪༡❲ᬺኻ╷ቭ
Private Finance Initiative Project Officer

༡❲Ⓧ▚䉲䉴䊁䊛ቭ
Director for Cost Management

ቭᐡᣉ⸳䉴䊃䉾䉪㜞ᐲൻផㅴቭ
Advanced Facility Management Officer

Director for Facility Management Information Analysis

ᢛ⺖

․ᢛቶ

Architecture and Building Engineering Division

Special Project Management Office

ᑪ▽ᛛⴚ⺞ᢛቭ
Director for Architectural Affairs

ቭᐡᣉ⸳㒐ἴኻ╷ቭ
Government Building Disaster Prevention Officer

༡❲ᛛⴚၮḰኻ╷ቭ
Director for Primary Standards of Government Buildings

⸳䊶ⅣႺ⺖

ᣉ⸳⹏ଔቶ
Facility Evaluation Office

ᧁ᧚↪ផㅴቶ
Wooden Government Building Office

✚ℂᄢ⤿ቭ㇗ోᢛቶ
Facility Management Office for Prime Minister’s Office

ᵭᵰᵥᵟᵬᵧᵸᵟᵲᵧᵭᵬ

ోᖱႎಽᨆቭ

༡❲ⅣႺኻ╷ቶ

Building Equipment and Environment Division

Environmental Affairs Office

⸳ᛛⴚኻ╷ቭ
Director for Building Equipment Engineering

⸳㒐ἴ䊶ోኻ╷ቭ
Building Equipment Disaster Prevention and Safety
S f
Management Officer
Off

༡❲ⅣႺ⺞ᢛቭ
Senior Deputy Director for Environmental Affairs

Ꮏᬌᩏቭ
Government Building Construction Inspector

⛔Ꮏᬌᩏቭ

ᣇᢛዪ

Senior Government Building Construction Inspector

Regional Development Bureau

༡❲ㇱ

⸘↹⺖

Government Buildings Department

Government Buildings Planning Division

༡❲․ᬺ▤ℂቭ䋨㑐᧲䈱䉂䋩

⺞ᢛ⺖䋨ർ㒽䊶྾࿖䉕㒰䈒䋩

Director for Special Project Management

Coordination Division

༡❲⺞ᩏቭ

ᢛ⺖

Director for Government Buildings Affairs

Architecture and Building Engineering Division

༡❲⺞ᢛቭ䋨㑐᧲䈱䉂䋩

༡❲ᛛⴚ▤ℂ⺖䋨㑐᧲䈱䉂䋩

Director for Government Buildings Coordination

Engineering Management Division

༡❲ຠ⾰▤ℂቭ䋨ർ㒽䊶྾࿖䉕㒰䈒䋩

ᛛⴚ䊶⹏ଔ⺖

Director for Cost Estimation And Procurement

Technology and Facility Evaluation Division

⸳ᛛⴚኻ╷ቭ䋨ർ㒽䊶྾࿖䉕㒰䈒䋩

ోᜰዉ䊶⋙〈ቶ

Director for Building Equipment Engineering

Facility Management and Construction Supervision Office

ቭᐡᣉ⸳▤ℂቭ
Di t for
Director
f Government
G
t Buildings
B ildi
Administration
Ad i i t ti

༡❲ോᚲ
Government Buildings Offices

ౝ㑑ᐭ

ർᶏ㐿⊒ዪ

Cabinet Office

Hokkaido Development Bureau

༡❲ㇱ

༡❲▤ℂ⺖

ᴒ✽✚วോዪ

Government Buildings Department

Administration Division

Okinawa Development Bureau

༡❲⸘↹⺖

㐿⊒ᑪ⸳ㇱ

༡❲⺖

Government Building Planning Division

Development and Construction Department

Government Buildings Division

༡❲⺞ᢛ⺖

༡❲⺞ᩏቭ

༡❲⋙〈ోቶ

Coordination Division

Director for Government Buildings Affairs

Construction Supervision and Facility Management Office

༡❲ᢛ⺖
Architecture and Building Engineering Division

ᛛⴚ䊶⹏ଔ⺖
Technology and Facility Evaluation Division

ోᜰዉ ⋙〈ቶ
ోᜰዉ䊶⋙〈ቶ
Facility Management and Construction Supervision Office

༡❲ຠ⾰⺞ᩏቭ
Director for Cost Estimation And Procurement
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ۗא͈༜͙
ˍ˔˒˕ȡˍ˕ˑˌ
Ȇఱ௬જȪ࡛ȁ़ྩજৡȫ
Ȇ࣭݈ٛম൴
Ȇ໐જȪݰৡȫ
Ȇٛࠗऔ֭Ȫݰৡȫ
ȆඅޫݺȪݰৡȫ
Ȇၑఱۗഅ
Ȇೱ࣭ڠআ֭Ȫݰৡȫ
ȁȪ࡛ȁၑఱഅȫ
Ȇ؍ຩ୕۾ġ
Ȇඤྩજ
ȁȪݰಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల ĳ ܁ȫ Ȇࠞຬ܁
Ȇ࠙ণȪݰৡȫ

ĲĹķĺȁఱ௬જאং
ĲĹĹĹȁඤڝೄ௺ႉশ࠺ಃޫ
Ĳĺĳĵȁఱ௬જאޫ़ۯ
ĲĺĴıȁאൡ֚ͅࠨ݈ڝ̳ͥ۾
ĲĺĵĴȁఱ௬ఱۗཔאه
Ĳĺĵķȁब໘࠺֭ޟಃޫא໐
ब໘࠺֭ޟಃޫאه
ĲĺĵĹȁ࠺୭જඅ༆࠺୭ޫא໐
Ĳĺĵĺȁ࠺୭જۯၑޫא໐

ˍ˕ˑˍȡˍ˕˓ˌ
ĲĺĶĲȁۗא༹ଷ
ĲĺĶĳȁ࠺୭જאޫġ
࣭ၛ࣭ٛ܁ϋβ
ĲĺĶķȁۗא༹͈֚໐٨ୃͅ
ͤ͢ȶۗঔ୭͈࠺୭൝
ͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾ȷ͂̈́ͥȃ
ĲĺĶĹȁٌώ֚۾౬౷͈ۗঔ୭
സঌْࠗࠨ
Ĳĺķĳġġġ࣭ၛࠠાϋβ
ĲĺķĴġġġ࣭ၛނസ࣭षٛ܁ϋβ
ࡄڠݪസঌಆ෨౷ߊࠨ
Ȫ݈ڝၭٜȫ
ĲĺķĹġġġ࠺୭ఱۗཔۗא໐
Ȫˍજˍޫॉੰȫ
डࣞवਫ਼ϋβ
Ĳĺĸıġġġಆ෨ࡄڠݪസঌ
࠺୭༹ଷġ

Ȇࢄݠਫ਼
Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡలˍ܁
Ȇྩٸજৡ
Ȇಿॄ౷༹༷ྩޫോࡔޫ
Ȇࡩ୕ྩ
Ȇಎྩ୕ނ
Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡలˏ܁
Ȇ࣭ၛ࣭ٛ܁ུ܁
Ȇܨય
Ȇఱिࣣ൳ৡలˎ܁
Ȇఱिࢽსࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇࢩോࢽსࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇࣞઐࣞ൝वਫ਼ɦˎ
ȆఱिႻबພ֭
Ȇජၻࡇ

Ȇ۾Ⴛबພ֭
Ȇಎ໐Ⴛबພ֭՞֭
Ȇ۾Ⴛबພ֭
Ȇఱஜພ֭
Ȇ࣭ၛמদࡑਫ਼ఱिਫ਼
Ȇਯ߄ဏࡩȪݰৡȫ
Ȇಛၣ߳२వࢷڠ
Ȇ࣭ၛܿއા
Ȇ࣭ၛؚඤࣣܿއાɦˎ
Ȇ࣭ၛނസ࣭षٛ܁ɦˎ
Ȇ࣭ၛࠠાɦˎ
Ȇ५֮Ⴛबພ֭
Ȇ४݈݈֭ಿഅ
Ȇಎ؇Ⴛ൱տ֥ٛ
Ȇུྔ࣭ฎ။ٛȁଽຸ܁
Ȇఱࡇɦˍ

Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల ĵ ܁
Ȇ୵రల ĳ ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇఱࣣ൳ৡల Ĵ ܁
Ȇ߇ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇఱिࣣ൳ৡల Ĵ ܁
Ȇ۾ئ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇؖల ĳ ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇংࢽსࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల Ķ ܁
Ȇ࣭ၛ࣭ٛ܁૧܁
Ȇॲॲުજࣣৡ
ȁȪ࡛ȁࠐफॲުજৡȫ
Ȇඅݺ
Ȇ؍ຩވުհਫ਼
Ȇ࣭ၛࠠાෝڢ൴ɦ ĳ
Ȇނസ࣭ၛ߃య܁ɦ ĳ

Ȇडࣞवਫ਼ɦˎ
Ȇྴࡣؚࣞ൝Ȇ౷༷Ȇ۰օवਫ਼
Ȇढ़ིൃܬςϋάΛ·
ఱா५ΐλϋίܿއા
Ȇජၻ࣭ၛฎ܁ȁ༆܁ɦ ĳ
Ȇུڠআ֭ɦ ĳ
ȆΙοȜρͼພ֭ȪαΠθġȫ
Ȇ࣭ၛઁාুட͈ز
Ȇ࣭ၛࣞઁාুட͈ز
Ȇ࣭षܿڠشฎ။ٛȁΞȜζ܁
Ȇढ़ིల Ĳ ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇ۾୕࣭קࣣৡ
Ȫ࡛ȁ߇లˎࣣ൳ৡȫ
Ȇ࣭ၛࠠڢા
Ȇུ২ٛমުఱڠ
Ȇ࣭ၛႤঃྦྷ௹ฎ܁ɦˎġġ

࣭݈ٛম൴ ĩĲĺĴķĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŅŪŦŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨ

ˍ˕˓ˍȡˍ˕˕ˌ
Ĳĺĸĳȁؗථࣣমྩޫٳอ࠺୭໐
୭౾
ĲĺĸĴȁಆ෨ࡄڠݪസঌ
א࠺୭ུ໐୭౾
Ĳĺĸĺȁಆ෨ࡄڠݪസঌ଼ٽ

ᵡᵦᵰᵭᵬᵭᵪᵭᵥᵷ

ĲĺĹĲġġġಆ෨ࡄڠݪസঌ
ġȁȁȁঔ୭ۯၑΓϋΗȜ୭౾
ġġġġġġġġġġಆ෨ࡄڠݪസঌ
ġġġġġġġġġȪ࠺ಃڠٛરȁުୡȫ
ĲĺĹĶġġġలඵ࣭ၛࠠાȪبઠȫϋβ
ĲĺĹĹġġġ࣭͈࣐ଽ۾ܥ൝͈֊ഢͅ
ġġġġġġġġġ̞̾̀Ȫࠨ݈ڝȫ
ĲĺĹĺġġġༀ࠺୭ࣣփ

ᵐᵔ

࣭ၛܿއા ĩĲĺķĴĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŔŵŢťŪŶŮ

࣭ၛؚඤࣣܿއા ĩĲĺķĵĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŊůťŰŰųġŔŵŢťŪŶŮ

࣭ၛࠠા ĩĲĺķķĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŕũŦŢŵŦų

࣭ၛނസ࣭षٛ ܁ĩĲĺķķĪ
ŌźŰŵŰġŊůŵŦųůŢŵŪŰůŢŭġńŰůŧŦųŦůŤŦġŉŢŭŭ

ජၻࡇ ĩĲĺķĶĪ
ŏŢųŢġőųŦŧŦŤŵŶųŢŭġŐŧŧŪŤŦġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨ

ࠞຬ ܁ĩĲĺıĺ ࠺ಃȂĲĺĸĵ ٨ਘ Ī
ŔŵŢŵŦġňŶŦŴŵġŉŰŶŴŦ

डࣞवਫ਼ ĩĲĺĸĵĪ
ŔŶűųŦŮŦġńŰŶųŵ

࣭ၛઁාুட͈ زĩĲĺĸĸĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŎŖœŐŕŐġŚŰŶŵũġŐŶŵťŰŰųġōŦŢųůŪůŨġńŦůŵŦų

History of the Government Buildings Department

ˍ˕˕ˍȡˎˌˌˌ
Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల ķ ܁
ġġ̦ͦͭ໘ࡔɦ ĳ
Ȇ֔५ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇ૰౷༷Ȇ۰օवਫ਼
Ȇٛࠗऔ֭ࡄਘਫ਼
Ȇ࣭ၛ؍ຩ࣭ष݈ٛા
Ȇ࣭ၛୌဢ܁
Ȇ૰୕۾ུ۾ɦ ĳ
Ȇ࣭ނၛݪࡄ़اਫ਼ɦ ĳ
Ȇၑఱۗഅ
Ȇ࠙ڠشख़ࡄݪਫ਼
Ȇĳııı ߇ਗȆؗථ
ġġηΛΠίτΑΓϋΗȜ

Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల ķ ܁
Ȇނസ্ૄވުհਫ਼
Ȇ࣭ၛྥࣞઁාুட͈ز
Ȇ૧࣭ၛࠠાɦ Ĳ ɦ ĳ
Ȇ࣭ނၛฎ܁ȁ
ȁ༹ၦ༯܁ɦ Ĳ ɦ ĳ
Ȇ୕ྩఱࢷڠȁგৡɦ ĳ
Ȇ̯̞̹͘૧സࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇგ܁
Ȇ࣭ാఱࢷڠġ
Ȇ૰ཡबࣣ൳ৡ

Ĳĺĺĳȁ࣭ٛ൝͈֊ഢͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾
ĲĺĺĴȁΏΫΛ·ͺ౷ߊାଷഽ୭
Ĳĺĺĵȁ࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃ̷້͈͍ݞఝ
ঔ୭͈պ౾Ȃܰ࿅Ȃࢹ௮̳ͅ۾
ͥܖ͈ଷȪ࣬া ĳĴĸĺ ȫ
אܿ Ķ ؿාْࠗॐ
Ĳĺĺķȁ࣭ၛ࣭ٛ۾܁ୌ܁Ȫبઠȫ
ϋβ
ۗঔ୭͈ࣣఛૼْࠗ
ܖ͈ଷ

ˎˌˌˍȡˎˌˍˌ

࣭ၛႤঃྦྷ௹ฎ ܁ĩĲĺĹĲĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŎŶŴŦŶŮġŰŧġŋŢűŢůŦŴŦġŉŪŴŵŰųź
Ȇ࣭षવٺ৪ၠΓϋΗȜ
Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡలˎ܁
Ȇুহఱࢷڠ
Ȇॄؖ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇ؍ຩ୕۾ུ۾ɦ ĳ
Ȇ࠙ख़ఱࢷڠ
Ȇ࣭ၛಿॄࡔบঘ৪്ȁ
Ȇ࣭ނၛ߃య܁ɦ ĳ
Ȇ࣭ၛ࣭ٛ۾܁ୌ܁ɦ Ĳ ɦˎ გܫැ܁ɦˍɦ ĳ
Ȇ࣭ၛࢩോࡔบঘ৪്ȁ Ȇ࣭ၛ࣭ष܁
Ȇ࣭षঊ̓͜܁ɦ ĳ
გܫැ܁
Ȇނസࠞຬ܁ɦ ĳ
Ȇ࣭ၛࠠા̧̤̈́ͩɦ ĳ
Ȇ࣭ၛςϋάΛ·ܱැઁා Ȇಆୌ̱̺ࣣ̀͜൳ৡ
Ȇಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡల˓܁ɦˍɦ ĳ
ࣣΓϋΗȜɦ ĳ
Ȇຩઐ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇ߇లˏࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇౖ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
Ȇཤ٬ൽ൸ηΛΠ
Ȇུ࣭षฎ။ٛଳུ܁
ȁ࣭षιΟͻͺΓϋΗȜ
Ȇུ࣭षฎ။ٛಿݛུ܁
Ȇॲުࣣܿࡄݪਫ਼
ȁಎ໐ΓϋΗȜ

ĳııĲȁ࣭ാજఱۗཔۗא໐
ȁȁȁۗঔ୭ུ͈ܖഎෝܖ͈ଷ
ĳııĴȁຸڎજ͈́ۗאܖ߸۾႒
൝ͬൡ֚ا
ĳııĶġġġ࣭࠺͈۾ܥزಃ̷້͈͍ݞఝ
ঔ୭͈༗ͅܖ̳ͥ۾͈ଷ
Ȫ࣬া ĶĶĲ ȫġ
ĳıĲıȁ࠺ވಃ൝̤̫ͥͅ࿐ऺ͈
ġġġġġġġġġ၌ဥ͈௯ૺͅၙ༹̳ͥ۾

Ȫɦ Ĳȁུ࠺ಃڠٛરȁłųŤũŪŵŦŤŵŶųŢŭġŊůŴŵŪŵŶŵŦġŰŧġŋŢűŢůġłŸŢųťȫ
Ȫɦ ĳȁŃńŔ રȁŃńŔġłŸŢųťȫ

࣭ၛ؍ຩ࣭ष݈ٛા ĩĲĺĺĴĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġńŰůŧŦųŦůŤŦġŉŢŭŭġŰŧġŚŰŬŰũŢŮŢ

࣭ၛୌဢ ܁ĩĲĺĶĺ ࠺ಃȂĲĺĺĹ ٨ਘȆ௩ಃ Ī
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŎŶŴŦŶŮġŰŧġŘŦŴŵŦųůġłųŵ

࣭ނၛฎ༹܁ၦ༯ ܁ĩĲĺĺĹĪ
ŕũŦġňŢŭŭŦųźġŰŧġŉŰųźŶūŪġŕųŦŢŴŶųŦŴ

૰୕ ۾ུ۾ĩĲĺĳĸ ࠺ಃȂĲĺĺĹ ٨ਘȆ௩ಃ Ī
ŌŰţŦġńŶŴŵŰŮŴ

࣭षঊ̓͜ ܁ĩĲĺıķ ࠺ಃȂĳııĲ ٨ਘȆ௩ಃ Ī
ŊůŵŦųůŢŵŪŰůŢŭġōŪţųŢųźġŰŧġńũŪŭťųŦůĨġŴġōŪŵŦųŢŵŶųŦ

؍ຩ౷༷Ȇ۰օवਫ਼ ĩĳııĲĪ
ŚŰŬŰũŢŮŢġŅŪŴŵųŪŤŵġŢůťġŔŶŮŮŢųźġńŰŶųŵ

࣭ၛࠠા̧̤̈́ͩ ĩĳııĴĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŕũŦŢŵųŦġŐŬŪůŢŸŢ

؍ຩ୕۾ུ۾ȪĲĺĴĵ ࠺ಃȂĳııĴ ٨ਘȫ
ŚŰŬŰũŢŮŢġńŶŴŵŰŮŴ

ᵡᵦᵰᵭᵬᵭᵪᵭᵥᵷ

࣭ၛςϋάΛ·ܱැઁාࣣΓϋΗȜ ĩĲĺĺĸĪ
ŏŢŵŪŰůŢŭġŐŭźŮűŪŤŴġŎŦŮŰųŪŢŭġŚŰŢŵũġńŦůŵŦų

ུྔ࣭ฎ။ٛಿݛུ ܁ĩĳııĶĪ
ŋŢűŢůġŘŰųŭťġņŹűŰŴŪŵŪŰůġŏŪűűŰůĮŬŢů

ᵐᵕ

ۗא߸۾ਫ਼ह౷֚။
Addresses of Agencies related to the Government Buildings Department
࣭ാજఱۗཔۗא໐

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism

http://www.mlit.go.jp/gobuild/index.html

Government Buildings Department
Central Government Building No. 2
2-1-2 Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8918
Tel: (03) 5253-8111

ཤ٬ൽٳอޫȣא໐אْࠗه

Hokkaido Development Bureau

ɧĲııĮĹĺĲĹġނസ୷యനߊٌ̦ ۾ĳĮĲĮĳ
ಎ؇ࣣ൳ৡలˎ܁
ȪıĴȫĶĳĶĴĮĹĲĲĲ

ɧıķıĮĹĶĲĲġढ़ིঌཤߊཤสૄୌ ĳ ಢ࿒
ढ़ིలˍࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĲĲȫĸıĺĮĳĴĲĲ

Sapporo Government Building No.1
Nishi 2-chome, Kita 8-jo Kita-ku, Sapporo-shi, Hokkaido 060-8511
Tel: (011) 709-2311

http://www.hkd.mlit.go.jp/zigyoka/z_eizen/frame.htm
ཤ౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĺĹıĮĹķıĳġ୵రঌဩߊඵ ĺĮĲĶ
ȪıĳĳȫĳĳĶĮĳĲĸĲ

Tohoku Regional Development Bureau

େאؖমྩਫ਼
Morioka Government
Buildings Office

ɧıĳıĮııĳĴġȁେؖঌඤ ܃ĸĮĳĶȁେࣣؖ൳ৡ Ĳ ܁
ŏŰįĲġŎŰųŪŰŬŢġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġĸĮĳĶġŖŤũŪŮŢųŶĭġŎŰųŪŰŬŢĮŴũŪĭġ
ŊŸŢŵŦġıĳıĮııĳĴ

ȪıĲĺȫķĶĲĮĳıĲĶ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĲĺĪġķĶĲĮĳıĲĶ

9-15 Futsuka-machi, Aoba-ku,
Sendai-shi, Miyagi 980-8602
Tel: (022) 225-2171

http://www.thr.mlit.go.jp/Bumon/B00093/K00490/eizen/index.html
۾౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĴĴıĮĺĸĳĵġ̯̞̹͘ঌಎ؇ߊ૧സ ĳĮĲ
̯̞̹͘૧സࣣ൳ৡలˎ܁
ȪıĵĹȫķıĲĮĴĲĶĲ

ނల֚אমྩਫ਼
Tokyo 1st Government
Buildings Office

Kanto Regional Development Bureau

ނలඵאমྩਫ਼

Saitama-shintoshin Government Building No. 2
2-1 Shintoshin, Chuo-ku, Saitama-shi,
Saitama 330-9724
Tel: (048) 601-3151

ࢿ໌אমྩਫ਼

Tokyo 2nd Government
Buildings Office
Kobu Government
Buildings Office

ֳസאݠমྩਫ਼
Utsunomiya Government
Buildings Office

؍ຩאমྩਫ਼
Yokohama Government
Buildings Office

ಿאমྩਫ਼
Nagano Government
Buildings Office

ɧĲķĺĮııĸĴġȁ૧ߊຐ૽ ĴĮĳĹĮĹȁ૧౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĴȫġĴĴķĴĮĳķĺĵ
ŔũŪůūŶŬŶġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġĴĮĳĹĮĹġŉźŢŬŶůŪůĮŤũŰĭġŔũŪůūŶŬŶĮŬŶĭġŕŰŬźŰġĲķĺĮııĸĴ ŕŦŭĻġĩıĴĪġĴĴķĴĮĳķĺĵ
ɧĲĴĲĮııĵĴġȁཧനߊၛ ـĲĮĳĵĮĲ
ĲĮĳĵĮĲġŕŢŤũŪţŢůŢĭġŔŶŮŪťŢĮŬŶĭġŕŰŬźŰġĲĴĲĮııĵĴ

ĩıĴĪĴķĲĹĮĴĲĺĲ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĴĪġĴķĲĹĮĴĲĺĲ

ɧĲĺıĮııĲĵġȁၛঌႂ ĴĶķĸȁၛཡबࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĵĳȫĶĳĺĮııĲĲ
ŕŢŤũŪŬŢŸŢġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġĴĶķĸġŎŪťŰųŪĮŤũŰĭġŕŢŤũŪŬŢŸŢĮŴũŪĭġŕŰŬźŰġĲĺıĮııĲĵ ŕŦŭĻġĩıĵĳĪġĶĳĺĮııĲĲ
ɧĴĳıĮııĵĴġȁֳസݠঌ॓ ĶĮĲĮĲĴȁֳസݠ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĳĹȫķĴĵĮĵĳĸĲ
ŖŵŴŶůŰŮŪźŢġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġĶĮĲĮĲĴġŔŢŬŶųŢĭġŖŵŴŶůŰŮŪźŢĮŴũŪĭġŕŰŤũŪŨŪġĴĳıĮııĵĴ ŕŦŭĻġĩıĳĹĪġķĴĵĮĵĳĸĲ
ɧĳĴĲĮııĳĴġȁ؍ຩঌಎߊ५ئ ĴĸĮĺȁ؍ຩ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ŚŰŬŰũŢŮŢġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġĴĸĮĺġŚŢŮŢŴũŪŵŢĮŤũŰĭġŏŢŬŢĮŬŶĭġ
ŚŰŬŰũŢŮŢĮŴũŪĭġŌŢůŢŨŢŸŢġĳĴĲĮııĳĴ

ȪıĵĶȫķĹĲĮĹĲıĵ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĵĶĪġķĹĲĮĹĲıĵ

ɧĴĹıĮıĹĲĳġȁಿঌ்ຠ ĶıĮĴ
ĶıĮĴġŔŢůŢŦĮŤũŰĭġŏŢŨŢůŰĮŴũŪĭġŏŢŨŢůŰġĴĹıĮıĹĲĳ

ȪıĳķȫĳĴĶĮĴĵĹĲ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĳķĪġĳĴĶĮĴĵĹĲ

ɧĺĳıĮııĳĵġȁ߄ాঌୌැ ĴĮġĵĮġĲġ߄ాפୌࣣ൳ৡ
ŌŢůŢŻŢŸŢĮŦŬŪůŪŴũŪġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġ
ĴĮĵĮĲġŔŢŪůŦůĭġŌŢůŢŻŢŸŢĮŴũŪĭġŊŴũŪŬŢŸŢġĺĳıĮııĳĵ

ȪıĸķȫĳķĴĮĵĶĹĶ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĸķĪġĳķĴĮĵĶĹĶ

ɧĵĳıĮıĹĳĴġȁؖঌߊ ĳĮĵĮĳĶ
ĳĮĵĮĳĶġŌŢŴŶŨŢĭġłŰŪĮŬŶĭġŔũŪŻŶŰŬŢĮŴũŪĭġŔũŪŻŶŰŬŢġĵĳıĮıĹĳĴ

ȪıĶĵȫĳĶĶĮĲĵĳĲ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĶĵĪġĳĶĶĮĲĵĳĲ

http://www.ktr.mlit.go.jp/kyoku/eizen/index.htm
ཤၘ౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĺĶıĮĹĹıĲġ૧ګঌಎ؇ߊृ ĲĮĲĮĲġ
૧ګृࣣ൳ৡల Ĳ ܁
ȪıĳĶȫĳĹıĮĹĹĹı

߄ాאমྩਫ਼
Kanazawa Government
Buildings Office

Hokuriku Regional Development Bureau
Niigata-Misaki Government Building No. 1
1-1-1 Misaki-machi, Chuo-ku, Niigata-shi,
Niigata 950-8801
Tel: (025) 280-8880

http://www.hrr.mlit.go.jp/eizen/index.html
ಎ໐౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĵķıĮĹĶĲĵġྴࡣؚঌಎߊ२͈ ܃ĳĮĶĮĲġ
ྴࡣؚࣣ൳ৡలˎ܁
ȪıĶĳȫĺĶĴĮĹĲĹĶ

אؖমྩਫ਼
Shizuoka Government
Buildings Office

Chubu Regional Development Bureau
Nagoya Government Building No. 2
2-5-1 Sannomaru, Naka-ku,
Nagoya-shi, Aichi 460-8514
Tel: (052) 953-8185

http://www.cbr.mlit.go.jp/eizen/index.html
߃ܪ౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĶĵıĮĹĶĹķġఱिঌಎ؇ߊఱஜ ĲĮĶĮĵĵġ
ఱिࣣ൳ৡలˍ܁
ȪıķȫķĺĵĳĮĲĲĵĲ

ނസאমྩਫ਼
Kyoto Government
Buildings Office

Kinki Regional Development Bureau

ɧķıķĮĹĴĺĶġȁނസঌऒ܃ߊނఊවσġ
ȪıĸĶȫĸĶĳĮıĶıĶ
܃ఊ ĴĵĮĲĳġނസలˎ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ŌźŰŵŰġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġŏŰįġĳĭġĴĵĮĲĳġŉŪŨŢŴũŪĮŎŢųŶŵŢŤũŰĭġ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĸĶĪġĸĶĳĮıĶıĶ
ŎŢųŶŵŢŤũŰĮŕŰųŪŬŢŸŢţŢŵŢĭġŔŢŬźŰĮŬŶĭġŌźŰŵŰĮŴũŪĭġŌźŰŵŰġķıķĮĹĴĺĶ

Osaka Government Building No. 1
1-5-44 Otemae, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi,
Osaka 540-8586
Tel: (06) 6942-1141

http://www.kkr.mlit.go.jp/build/index.html
ಎ࣭౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĸĴıĮĹĶĴıġࢩോঌಎߊષสಢཱ ķĮĴıġ
ࢩോࣣ൳ৡలˎ܁
ȪıĹĳȫĳĳĲĮĺĳĴĲ

ؖ५אমྩਫ਼
Okayama Government
Buildings Office

ɧĸııĮıĺĹĵġȁؖ५ঌ߬ന ĲĮĴķȁؖ५౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ŐŬŢźŢŮŢġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨ
ĲĮĴķġŌŶŸŢŵŢĮŤũŰĭġŐŬŢźŢŮŢĮŴũŪĭġŐŬŢźŢŮŢġĸııĮıĺĹĵ

ȪıĹķȫĳĳĴĮĳĳĸĲ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĹķĪġĳĳĴĮĳĳĸĲ

Chugoku Regional Development Bureau
Hiroshima Government Building No. 2
6-30 Kamihachobori, Naka-ku,
Hiroshima-shi, Hiroshima 730-8530
Tel: (082) 221-9231

http://www.cgr.mlit.go.jp/cginfo/syokai/busyo/eizen/main/index.html
অ࣭౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĸķıĮĹĶĶĵġࣞઐঌϋεȜΠ ĴĮĴĴġ
ࣞઐϋεȜΠࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĹĸȫĹĶĲĮĹıķĲ

Shikoku Regional Development Bureau
Takamatsu Sunport Government Building
3-33 Sunport, Takamatsu-shi, Kagawa 760-8554
Tel: (087) 851-8061

http://www.skr.mlit.go.jp/eizen/index.html
߇ਗ౷༷ାޫȣא໐ْࠗه
ɧĹĲĳĮııĲĴġؖঌฎఉߊฎఉפ ĳĮĲıĮĸġ
ؖలˎࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĺĳȫĵĸĲĮķĴĴĲ

Kyushu Regional Development Bureau
Fukuoka Government Building No.2
2-10-7 Hakata Eki-higashi, Hakata-ku,
Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka 812-0013
Tel: (092) 471-6331

ߧུאমྩਫ਼
Kumamoto Government
Buildings Office

ോאমྩਫ਼
Kagoshima Government
Buildings Office

ɧĹķıĮııĵĸġȁߧུঌ ĳĮĲıĮĲȁߧུ౷༷ࣣ൳ৡ
ŌŶŮŢŮŰŵŰġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨġ
ĳĮĲıĮĲġŌŢŴŶŨŢĭġŌŶŮŢŮŰŵŰĮŴũŪĭġŌŶŮŢŮŰŵŰġĹķĳĮıĺĸĲ

ȪıĺķȫĴĶĶĮķĲĳĳ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĺķĪġĴĶĶĮķĲĳĳ

ɧĹĺĳĮıĹĲķġȁോঌ५ئ ĲĴĮĳĲȁോࣣ൳ৡ
ŌŢŨŰŴũŪŮŢġňŰŷŦųůŮŦůŵġŃŶŪŭťŪůŨ
ĲĴĮĳĲġŚŢŮŢŴũŪŵŢĮŤũŰĭġŌŢŨŰŴũŪŮŢĮŴũŪġĭġŌŢŨŰŴũŪŮŢġĹĺĳĮıĹĲķ

ȪıĺĺȫĳĳĳĮĶĲĹĹ
ŕŦŭĻġĩıĺĺĪġĳĳĳĮĶĲĹĹ

http://www.qsr.mlit.go.jp/n-tatemono/index.html
ؗථࣣমྩޫȣٳอ࠺୭໐אه
ɧĺııĮıııķġඣ෦ঌ̤̻ͧ͘͜ ĳĮĲĮĲȁ
ඣ෦లˎࣣ൳ৡ
ȪıĺĹȫĹķķĮııĴĲ

Okinawa General Bureau
Naha Government Building No.2
2-1-1 Omoromachi,, Naha-shi, Okinawa 900-0006
Tel: (098) 866-0031

http://www.dc.ogb.go.jp/kaiken/tatemono/index.htm
2012.4

